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MPHOA Common Property Master Planning Task Force--Board Approved Charter 

CHARTER—MPHOA COMMON PROPERTY MASTER PLANNING TASK FORCE 
1) Purpose 
2) Composition, Report to the Common Property Committee 
3) Responsibilities and Tasks 
4) Policy: Board-Level Document 
5) Standard Operating Standards & Processes 

a) Committee Meetings 
b) Committee Budget 

6) Reports & Articles 
 

1) Purpose 
a) The Common Property—Master Planning Task Force serves as an advisory and recommending committee to the 

MPHOA Common Property (CP) Committee.   
b) The primary purpose for the Master Planning Task Force is to draft and propose a five (5) year Common Property 

Master Plan (CPMP) designed to preserve, protect and enhance the natural and landscaped areas of Mountain 
Park Common Property for the benefit of all members and residents. 

 
2) Composition, Report to the Common Property Committee  

a) The Task Force shall have no more than seven (7) adult resident members (property owners only), including Board 
Director.    

b) The MPHOA Stewardship Director, CC&R Manager and Executive Director are ex-officio committee members. All 
members (not ex-officio) will have voting privileges.  

c) The CPMP Task Force reports to the Common Property Committee (CPC). 
 

3) Responsibilities and Tasks 
a) The Master Planning Task Force shall: 
b) Research needs and best practices, draft action plans, make proposal(s) and offer guidance related to prioritizing 

such activities using safe, sustainable, and nontoxic practices while updating the CPMP. 
c) Provide long-term direction to properly preserve, protect and enhance the landscaped and natural areas of 

MPHOA. 
d) Identify and recommend CP projects to be implemented by MPHOA staff and/or subcontractors that will improve 

or enhance CP over the next five years that are in accordance with City of Lake Oswego codes and policies. 
e) Design a plan that provides direction and inspires the development of community education and engagement that 

will lead Mt. Park to become a recognized leader and role model of healthy urban living, both locally and beyond.  
f) Members should be knowledgeable of the Landscape Stewardship Department’s Strategic Plan (LSDSP) and work 

to achieve alignment between the CPMP and LSDSP. 
 

4) Policy: Board level Document 
a) The CPMP Task Force will use the Common Property Master Plan adopted June 21, 2012 as the starting point to 

create the updated five (5) year plan.   
 

5) Standard Operating Procedures & Processes 
a) Task Force Meeting meetings will be regularly scheduled from May—August with the intent of proposing a revised 

plan for adoption and inclusion in the 2019 MPHOA Master Budget.   
b) Meetings are held at the Mt. Park Clubhouse but may be held or travel to sites within the community for 

evaluation.  Walk-throughs of the Common Property may be scheduled to assess the state of the area and 
specifically review proposed projects in detail. 
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c) Meeting packets are sent as a PDF documents no later than the Friday before each meeting. It is the expectation 
that Task Force members prepare for the Task Force’s discussions and deliberations by reviewing all materials sent 
prior to the meeting. 

d) Meeting quorum will be a simple majority of members (not including ex-officio). 
e) The Task Force will follow Roberts Rules as part of the meeting.   
f) Motions and the final vote on the CPMP will require a simple majority to pass.  
g) Funding: 

i) Mandatory reserves projects are funded with mandatory reserves fund. 
ii) Maintenance projects are funded with operations fund (annual budget) or appropriate Maintenance Reserves 

fund. 
h) Budget: 

i) The Task Force does not have an annual budget. The proposed CPMP and supporting projects will be 
incorporated in the Landscape Stewardship Department’s future strategic plans and annual operation 
budgets.   

ii) The Landscape Stewardship Department will work with the Executive Director and Mt. Park Board of Directors 
for approval and subsequent funding of projects. 

i) The CPMP Task Force will disband following the presentation and approval of the CPMP. 
 

6) Reports & Articles 
a) Task Force Meetings notes will be recorded by the members and shared with the Common Property Committee 

monthly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Revised and Approved by the Board of Directors 4.24.2018 
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Mountain Park Homeowners Association 

5 YR Strategic Plan 2018 - 2023 
8/28/2018 

 
The Mission of Mountain Park Homeowners Association 
 
Mountain Park is one of the largest and most successful planned communities in the country. Over 8,000 people live here, 
representing a diverse demographic cross-section, from families with young children and retirees to renters and 
homeowners. Its location, nourishing aura, and focus on meandering streets, parks, paths, views and natural atmosphere 
have endured as amenities since its founding in 1968.   [Add statement on Values.] 
 
The Vision for Mountain Park 
By 2023:  
Mountain Park will be recognized as a progressive and vibrant HOA with a diverse population of members, residents and 
staff working cooperatively in a healthy and sustainable community to provide a high quality of life. 
 
Goals and Objectives 
 
Goal A. MPHOA will focus on strategic actions to achieve a progressive and vibrant HOA, supporting a healthy 
and sustainable community thus continuously improving the relative value of our properties. 
 
 
Objective A1: Board and Executive Director will address staffing and office space needs.  
 

1. Staff will work with the Board to evaluate workforce needs and prepare a two-year projection.  
2. The Board and staff will constitute a task force to review future space needs in the Clubhouse and identify options 

that might be implemented if required.  
 
Objective A2: Continue to emphasize and improve the quality and appearance of properties in Mountain Park through 
implementation of standards in Architecture and Home Care. 
 

1. CC&R Manager will work with the Home Care Committee and Architectural Committee to update, clearly define 
and communicate policies.  

2. CC&R Manager will work with the Home Care Committee to develop a model Enforcement Policy and Fine 
Schedule.  This will be shared with other Committees whose input will lead to a universal process.  

3. CC&R Manager and appropriate committees will look at community enhancement programs to support 
homeowners.  

a. Neighbor helping neighbor volunteer program 
b. Aging in Place 
c. Others tbd 

4. CC&R Manager will work with Executive Director and Board to assure adequate staffing is in place to accomplish 
expectations.  

5. Executive Director/CC&R Manager/Landscape Stewardship Manager will prepare a plan to educate homeowners 
on issues related to Homecare standards.  

 
Objective A3: MPHOA will continue to maintain and improve the common property as a priority investment 
 

1. Landscape Director will continue to develop and implement a plan for Landscape operations and routine 
maintenance of Common Property.  

2. Common Property Master Plan Task Force will draft and propose a realistic 5-year Plan.   
3. The Task Force will host a public meeting to seek input from Mt. Park members.   
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4. Landscape Director will work with the Executive Director and Board to assure adequate staffing is in place to 
accomplish expectations. 

5. Strategy and tactics will identify roles for the Common Property Committee, Landscape Stewardship staff and 
others  

6. Common Property Committee will continue to refine and communicate to residents the Common Property Policies 
and Procedures.  

7. Staff will continue to educate members on common property via the MPHOA website, clubhouse postings, and 
newsletter as well as seek opportunities to host public meetings  

 
Objective A4: Continue to maintain and improve the clubhouse facility. 
 

1. Clubhouse Committee will continue to work with staff to refine and communicate the Clubhouse Rules.  
2. Facilities Maintenance & Housekeeping Departments will define and implement a comprehensive preventative 

maintenance and Clubhouse cleaning schedule.  
3. The Executive Director & key Staff will research and recommend to the Reserves Committee and Clubhouse 

Committee solutions to resolve parking issues for members and staff.  
4. The Executive Director & key Staff will research and recommend to the Reserves Committee options for improving 

acoustical issues in the Hawthorn Room and Studios.  
5. Executive Director & key Staff will prepare an on-going 5-year plan for maintaining and replacing Association 

assets.  
 
Objective A5: MPHOA will continually review Clubhouse programs to assure variety and quality that are responsive to 
community interests and needs. 
 

1. Staff will track and evaluate clubhouse attendance, including time of day, days of week, and months of the year.  
2. Member interest and program evaluation surveys will be implemented by Fitness, Aquatics, KidZone, and 

PlaySchool on at least an annual basis.  
3. Fitness Manager will attend Fitness classes to assess quality of instruction and member participation.  

 
Objective A6: Maintain an ongoing effort to establish programs of liaison and cooperation with the City of Lake 
Oswego, Metro and other governments in Oregon. 
 

1. Executive Director, BOD, and Key Staff will work with, and activate the Mt. Park Neighborhood Association to 
clarify roles, improve communication and coordinate efforts.   

2. Executive Director, CC&R Manager, and Landscape Director will work with the City of Lake Oswego on programs 
that benefit the City and Mt. Park i.e. Watershed Program, Fiber Optic Pilot Program, and other projects. Identify 
key government and other organizations with which to establish relationships and establish liaison with them to 
influence policies and take advantage of opportunities that benefit MPHOA.  

 
 
 
 
Goal B. MPHOA members, residents and staff will cooperatively participate in its governance structure. 
 
Objective B1: MPHOA will implement and continuously improve programs to collect information to better 
communicate critical information to all members and residents. 
 

1. Executive Director and Key Staff will improve measures to collect and update member contact 
information. 

2. Executive Director and Key Staff will research means to integrate software for greater ease in collecting 
accurate contact information. [within 12 months] 

a. Executive Director and Board will develop and update existing policies with priority on:  
a. Meeting notice policy 
b. Communication policy 

3. Executive Director and Key Staff will continue to refine current communication tools, website, airlock 
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literature, and newsletters.  
4. Executive Director and Key Staff will continue to refine welcome packets and key information to members 

and renters and explore distribution strategies.  
 
Objective B2: The Board and Executive Director will develop and implement procedures to assure that correspondence 
and feedback from stakeholders to improve services and governance is used by committees and sub-committees  
 
Objective B3: MPHOA will establish and implement an educational forum for and of sub-HOAs to provide a formal link 
to our governance structure. 
 

1. Executive Director, Board and Key Staff will coordinate with Sub-HOAs to host educational forum for residents 
semi- annually.  Information to include: history, hierarchy of documents and laws, restriction of what Mt. Park can 
do, organizational chart, financial and reserve information, common property, architectural standards, homecare 
standards, clubhouse information, and plans for the future.  These should be timed within a couple of weeks from 
when a printed newsletter is mailed.  This will be promoted in the newsletter for optimal attendance.  

2. CC&R Manager will host educational forums for Sub-HOA Board and managers every two years and new 
community managers as needed.  CC&R Manager will also host more work sessions for Sub-HOA between the 
educational forums.  CC&R Manager will also educate apartment complex managers as needed.  

 
 
Goal C. MPHOA will establish and maintain an ongoing process to identify, plan and implement programs to 
improve effectiveness, efficiency, safety and sustainability in our community. 
 
Objective C1: Under the leadership of the Executive Director, MPHOA will develop a program of training and 
implementation that will focus on evaluating and continuously improving operations effectiveness.  
 
      1.   Strategy and tactics will include operational issues that include creating an  information technology Master 
Plan, data management, core workflows,  operations communications, operations space needs and others. 
 
Objective C2: MPHOA will continue the priority of staff training and effective compliance with fire, emergency, health 
and safety programs within our properties. 
 

1. Member Services Manager will develop a plan to update all Clubhouse user waivers and seek staff assistance to 
implement the Plan prior to September 2018.  

2. Executive Director and/or key staff will schedule and implement a risk management assessment of the Clubhouse 
and PlaySchool on an annual basis or as needed.  

3. Safety Committee will refine emergency protocols and complete quarterly drills i.e. Earthquake, Code Blue, and 
continue monthly fire drills.  

4. Executive Director will work with the Safety Committee to develop and implement an Annual safety training 
schedule for all Staff, Managers on Duty and the Leadership Team.  

 
 
Objective C3: MPHOA will fully support education and training programs, as well as other activities that focus on 
professional development of staff. 
 

1. The Executive Director will develop a plan for Staff trainings, classes and workshops.  
2. The Executive Director will support Leadership training and development. This will include items such as new hire 

orientation, staff coaching and development, and exit interviews.  
3. Engage an outside source to facilitate the Annual Leadership Planning meeting.  

 
Objective C4: MPHOA will support education and training programs for residents and staff that will improve 
understanding of issues of interest to the community. 
 

1. Executive Director, BOD and Key Staff will host educational forum for residents semi- annually.  Information may 
include: history, hierarchy of documents and laws, restriction of what Mt. Park can do, organizational chart, 
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financial and reserve information, common property, architectural standards, homecare standards, clubhouse 
information – plans for the future.  These should be timed within a couple of weeks from when a printed 
newsletter is mailed.  This will be promoted in the newsletter for optimal attendance. [link to A2, A3, A4] 

 
2. The Executive Director and key Staff will develop educational programs for residents. These educational programs 

may include workshops, forums and expert speakers. [link to A2, A3, A4] 
 
 Strategy and tactics will identify topics like pesticide management, earthquake hazard management, landscaping 
with native plants, bike safety, etc. 
 
     3.    Explore and initiate interest groups (book clubs, food groups, bridge group) as appropriate 
 
 
 
Goal D. MPHOA will be widely recognized as a desirable place to live and work that supports a high quality of 
life in the Pacific Northwest. 
 
Objective D1: MPHOA will establish a task force of Board and residents to identify and implement appropriate 
standards to achieve certification and formal recognition for our association and its components. [within 6 months] 
 
Once identified, BOD will consult with Leadership regarding feasibility. Strategy and tactics will focus on the departments 
where this is appropriate  (e.g. Play School) as well as the overall association (e.g. programs to enhance the 
Common Property or the attractiveness as a “best employer”) 
 
Objective D2: MPHOA will set a priority on improving our marketing and public relations programs and activities. 
 

1. Set the foundation for establishing an effective marketing and communications program and develop a 
method to track effectiveness.  

a. Conduct a Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis of our current situation 
as an HOA 

b. Collect demographic information of current MPHOA residents via public information 
c. Disseminate a survey to our residents to determine what our strongest channels of communication 

are currently and where we are lacking 
d. Connect with department heads to determine the communication needs of each department 

2. Social Media  
a. Rebrand and revamp current social media outlets to be more useful 
b. Promote usage of social media to gain followers 

3. Electronic and Paper Newsletters  
a. Establish a template for electronic newsletter submissions 
b. Enforce a protocol for having articles submitted on a regular date 

4. Website  
a. Continue to refine the website to be a valuable resource of information for all departments 
b. Research feasibility and review content for information to be restricted to a Member Portal. 
c. Ensure that the aesthetics of the website are visually appealing as well as easy to navigate for internal 

residents and external inquirers 
5. Free Media  

a. Establish a plan to promote MPHOA using external media channels. 
6. Strategy and tactics will include recognition of the complex set of markets  and channels that are important to 

our diverse community.  Social  media may be an important opportunity. 
 
Objective D3: Board will determine objectives and implement an annual employee engagement survey.  
 
1.  Consider using the Gallup Employee Engagement survey and to conduct the employee survey in the Fall or Winter of 
2018, under the guidance of the new Executive Director. 

  
This Appendix (B) copies in full the first part of the Strategic Plan, with the relevant objective. The complete document can 
be found at by navigating to http://mtparkhoa.com selecting the HOA tab, clicking on Governance, then Strategic Plan. 
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Community Input Graphs 
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The responses to question 4 can be found in Appendix H. 
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The responses to question 7 can be found in Appendix H. 

The responses to question 8 can be found in Appendix H. 
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Community Input Responses*  

*The responses have been sorted into categories appropriate to each question. If a comment would fit under multiple 
categories, the relevant part of the comment is in black, while the irrelevant part of the comment is in grey. The greyed-
out part will be found later in the document under the proper category.  

 
 

Q4 If you have any specific comments or concerns about the 
maintenance and upkeep of common property, please write them 

below: 
Control of Invasive Plants 
• The common area along Hidalgo between Becket and Bolivar is positively choked with weeds and ivy. The invasive 

weeds here make it very difficult to maintain home yards which abut this common area. The invasive weed puts out a 
long stem with a burr on the end which then spreads seeds all around. The invasive qualities of English ivy is well 
known. This area needs to be totally cleaned out. - 8/10/2018 3:25 PM 

• The majority of common property is infested with invasive species. Meeting the goal set out by the Common Property 
Master Plan to reduce the impact of invasive species by 90% by 2020 is impossible under the existing self-imposed "no 
chemical use" policy. Noxious weed control is cost prohibitive without utilizing herbicide. English ivy could be eradicated 
for $300 - $500 per acre. Manual control on the same acre can take between 300 and 1000 hours of labor. I would be 
more than happy to provide technical support and assist in the development of an implementation plan for noxious 
weed management on common property. I am currently employed by the Yamhill Soil and Water Conservation District 
as their Invasive Species Program Coordinator. - 8/10/2018 1:06 PM 

• Control random signs and control invasive plants. - 8/5/2018 1:21 PM 
• There is still way too much ivy, mainly along the pathway between the clubhouse and the church. - 8/4/2018 3:20 PM 
• I'd love to see MP encouraging homeowners to remove invasives and landscape for wildlife. - 8/3/2018 5:04 PM 
• Upkeep of Clubhouse and entrance monuments has gone downhill. Clubhouse landscaping has a large amount of 

invasive ivy. Weeds grow in the landscaping. Plantings at monuments way below prior quality. MPHOA should be 
trapping moles, which destroy structure with tunnels and reroute water. Path by tennis court has dangerous drop off. - 
8/1/2018 3:50 PM 

• Invasive plants are out of control. As addressed in last newsletter, wood chipped areas overall are very sad looking. - 
7/31/2018 10:04 PM 

• I think all non-native invaders such as hawthorn, holly, and English ivy should be further reduced. They proliferate 
throughout the area and invade private property. - 7/31/2018 12:32 PM 

• My dissatisfaction with the upkeep of vistas and the level of overrun from invasives is not reflective on staff 
effectiveness, but rather on the fact that we have let these things get away from us for so long. Many of the vistas 
around MP have completely disappeared in the 6 years we've been in the neighborhood. 7/30/2018 2:12 PM 

• Would be very nice to have HOA remove English Ivy from common property. This is an ongoing expense for 
homeowners as it grows from common to private property. - 7/30/2018 9:44 AM 

• Areas with wood chips not maintained. Turn into weedy, muddy mess. Dog picks up all kinds of debris. Not attractive. 
Hard to walk on. Too much invasive ivy. - 7/29/2018 5:07 PM 

• The unfenced pond near the RV lot is a danger to children. The ivy growing up the trees in that same area and others is 
a threat to the trees. - 7/28/2018 1:50 PM 

• I feel it would be worth the effort of make an organized & well-planned attempt to get the English Ivy creeping in the 
beds & on the trails near the club house area under control. Ivy blooms & produces berries each year which are then 
spread by our wild birds. Making a commitment to whack the plants each year for a while before the berries ripen 
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would hopefully slow the spread of our "ivy desert". Also, the planted beds around the club house almost always have 
random weeds here & there, it gives the impression: "nobody cares...". - 7/27/2018 1:26 PM 

• Get rid of ivy / need to cut dead limbs out of all the trees / use mulch rather than wood chips / need to limb up trees to 
get them out of our faces when we walk. - 7/27/2018 10:46 AM 

• Let’s control those ugly ivy vines crawling up our trees! 7/27/2018 7:13 AM 
• There is a huge growth of Holly plants both bordering and growing on to my property. It is on the common property 

strip along Jefferson. - 7/27/2018 12:26 AM 
• We need to remove invasive plants from common areas or we will be losing our forest. 7/26/2018 9:26 PM 
• We have watched the common areas deteriorate over the last 3 years. The chipped wood for the ugliest groundcover 

we have seen to invasive species completely take over common areas only to seed in our yards, we are extremely 
saddened to have witnessed this. Our private yards must be kept to a much higher standard. - 7/26/2018 6:30 PM 

• Invasive plants, anywhere they are located, are killing native vegetation. - 7/26/2018 5:41 PM 
• Regarding 4 Bloch Terrace - I just spent $500 having invasive plants, weeds, etc. removed from the deck to about 30feet 

from the deck - well beyond my property line and well into the common area. The lack of upkeep makes me want to 
quit paying for HOA gardeners and keep it up myself. The area is now dirt which is cracked and ugly - no bark anywhere. 
Same for the side area to the path of the townhome. JUST PLAIN UGLY! - 7/26/2018 4:49 PM 

• Get rid of the ivy. - 7/26/2018 4:42 PM 
• I have no idea how you’ll get control of invasive plants like Holly and Ivy without spraying. Personally, I’d rather have Ivy 

than toxic chemicals. I’d be happy to volunteer to pull Ivy off Trees as we walk on the common paths every day. - 
7/26/2018 4:35 PM 

Weeds 
• Too many trees are being cut down in mountain park. There needs to be a greater emphasis on the preservation of this 

amenity and viewscape as well as better maintenance of the trees so we don't lose them as blow downs or to disease. 
In addition, the rampant spread of weeds is unacceptable. This is allowing homeowners not to maintain their own 
properties because they see it not being done on community property. - 8/14/2018 2:00 PM 

• Upkeep of Clubhouse and entrance monuments has gone downhill. Clubhouse landscaping has a large amount of 
invasive ivy. Weeds grow in the landscaping. Plantings at monuments way below prior quality. MPHOA should be 
trapping moles, which destroy structure with tunnels and reroute water. Path by tennis court has dangerous drop off. - 
8/1/2018 3:50 PM 

• Horsetail Fern is still a problem. - 7/31/2018 12:36 PM 
• The wood chips are hideous! They look like a cheap alternative to dark bark dust. Their bleached out, bland color does 

nothing to enhance the greenery of plantings. I cannot help noticing that entrances to many condominiums and 
townhomes have far better aesthetic appeal than all of Mt. Park, which used to be a model for other HOAs to aspire. 
Common areas are an embarrassment. Weeds are cut down and left on the ground. Unless weeds are killed and 
removed they will return. No amount of wood chips is going to get rid of them. Finally, is there is paid staff of landscape 
personnel? - 7/30/2018 4:50 PM 

• Blackberries are taking over along lower Cervantes and Jefferson Parkway, and possibly other places that we haven't 
seen. There are weeds along the roads such as Kerr Parkway. The landscaping just isn't what it used to be; it's very 
disappointing. - 7/27/2018 11:14 PM 

• The path from Aquinas, down Kingsgate, to Oak Creek Elementary is in serious need of weeding and trimming. Several 
students have been cut by thorns on the way to school. - 7/27/2018 7:07 PM 

• There is no delineation of common property and mine except stakes. Blackberry vines, weeds, etc. are a continuing 
problem. It took three weeks before my request for removal was taken care of. Very embarrassing when neighbors 
think the property belongs to me. - 7/27/2018 3:08 PM 

• I feel it would be worth the effort of make an organized & well-planned attempt to get the English Ivy creeping in the 
beds & on the trails near the club house area under control. Ivy blooms & produces berries each year which are then 
spread by our wild birds. Making a commitment to whack the plants each year for a while before the berries ripen 
would hopefully slow the spread of our "ivy desert". Also, the planted beds around the club house almost always have 
random weeds here & there, it gives the impression: "nobody cares...". - 7/27/2018 1:26 PM 

• Nansen Summit landscaping is beautiful in late July. Well done! Blackberry vines from common area are encroaching on 
my property. Lack of landscaping on Garibaldi seems to encourage dog owners to leave dog waste behind. - 7/27/2018 
8:05 AM 
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• Median on Del Prado is weed-ridden and trees are full of dead branches. - 7/27/2018 7:51 AM 
• Weed control and removal of volunteer tree seedlings is a continual problem. Hi traffic areas, entrances, monuments 

and road sides need more routine maintenance. - 7/26/2018 5:21 PM 
• More weed control please. - 7/26/2018 5:05 PM 
• I am very disappointed that the areas that once had grass and were very beautiful and well maintained have been 

replaced with bark and plants. Most of which have now become full of weeds and those weeds then invade the 
property of homeowners. - 7/26/2018 4:57 PM 

• Regarding 4 Bloch Terrace - I just spent $500 having invasive plants, weeds, etc. removed from the deck to about 30feet 
from the deck - well beyond my property line and well into the common area. The lack of upkeep makes me want to 
quit paying for HOA gardeners and keep it up myself. The area is now dirt which is cracked and ugly - no bark anywhere. 
Same for the side area to the path of the townhome. JUST PLAIN UGLY! - 7/26/2018 4:49 PM 

• I am very concerned about the use of chemical herbicides along the trails and appalled that they are used so freely 
without warning to neighbors. Also, this was a poorly designed survey. If I answer « dissatisfied with weed abatement, 
do you interpret that to mean that I want more of it or less? Also, “wood chips” is a trick term. Mountain park puts 
refuse in a grinder for a minute and then scatters the remains like bark chips. There’s a big difference between bark 
chips and broken branches and twigs. A little girl ran through a bed of your “wood chips” and one of the Broken sticks 
drove right into her shin! - 7/26/2018 4:05 PM 

• Weeds and volunteer trees in MP HOA maintained areas are not consistently managed. - 7/26/2018 4:00 PM 

Entrance Monuments and Trail Signage 
• Control random signs and control invasive plants. - 8/5/2018 1:21 PM 
• I don't think entrance monuments need attention but do feel trail signage is important. Wish they had been separated 

in survey. - 8/3/2018 6:05 PM 
• Upkeep of Clubhouse and entrance monuments has gone downhill. Clubhouse landscaping has a large amount of 

invasive ivy. Weeds grow in the landscaping. Plantings at monuments way below prior quality. MPHOA should be 
trapping moles, which destroy structure with tunnels and reroute water. Path by tennis court has dangerous drop off. - 
8/1/2018 3:50 PM 

• The open grass areas used to look so nice for years. Now they are unkempt, full of weeds and not mowed often enough. 
Also, for years seasonal flowers were planted at the monument areas and it really added beauty to the neighborhoods. 
Now the random collection of plants in those areas does not really look attractive at all. - 7/31/2018 9:36 AM 

• The wood chips are hideous! They look like a cheap alternative to dark bark dust. Their bleached out, bland color does 
nothing to enhance the greenery of plantings. I cannot help noticing that entrances to many condominiums and 
townhomes have far better aesthetic appeal than all of Mt. Park, which used to be a model for other HOAs to aspire. 
Common areas are an embarrassment. Weeds are cut down and left on the ground. Unless weeds are killed and 
removed they will return. No amount of wood chips is going to get rid of them. Finally, is there is paid staff of landscape 
personnel? - 7/30/2018 4:50 PM 

• Not consistent. On Kerr some dead conifer trees are along the road. Planting’s in front of monuments on Kerr are poor, 
let alone other common areas. - 7/29/2018 1:17 PM 

• The entrance to Mountain Park at Eagle crest drive off of Stevenson road, and the landscape strip along the sidewalk 
going up Eagle crest drive is disgusting. 7/27/2018 7:43 AM 

• Entrance monument area looking shabby. Seems to be a decrease in seasonal flower beds plantings. Maintenance of 
common areas is not looking good. - 7/26/2018 4:40 PM 

Grass Areas (both large parks and small strips along streets) 
• More grassy areas to play and less bark chips. The landscaping at street entrances and sides of road seem to have 

dwindled. Worried they are planting too much in Tanglewood Park. Grasses and things that stay low and filter water are 
great but there seems to be a lot of tall things they are planting that will decrease the area to play (frisbee, soccer etc) - 
8/15/2018 8:21 AM 

• A lot of the grassy areas are pretty dead because they don't turn the sprinklers on soon enough in the year. - 8/3/2018 
4:51 PM 

• The open grass areas used to look so nice for years. Now they are unkempt, full of weeds and not mowed often enough. 
Also, for years seasonal flowers were planted at the monument areas and it really added beauty to the neighborhoods. 
Now the random collection of plants in those areas does not really look attractive at all. - 7/31/2018 9:36 AM 
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• There used to be a nicely maintained grass area at the corner of Touchstone and Kerr Pkwy., behind the bus stop. 
Someone a few years ago made the decision to remove the grass and throw wood chips there instead. It has turned 
into an ugly eyesore, full of weeds. The grass was much better! Also, the wood chips at the play area between Del Prado 
and Celini is now full of weeds. It used to be lawn several years ago, too. - 7/30/2018 9:30 AM 

• At one point Mountain Park covered up grass green space with wood chips on Hidalgo & Garibaldi. Weeds began 
coming through the wood chips and now it looks overgrown and unsightly. I preferred when Mountain Park kept the 
green patches. I believe they removed the wood chips on Garibaldi but Hidalgo St. needs attention. - 7/28/2018 9:15 
AM 

• Nanson summit grass brown. Not enough benches along the trails. Not enough playgrounds. - 7/26/2018 8:35 PM 
• Behind building 10 just dirt and cut limbs. Very dusty. Needs seeding. - 7/26/2018 6:11 PM 
• Water grass areas in summer. - 7/26/2018 5:51 PM 
• Dumping wood chips and then letting weeds grow instead is pitiful. Areas that were grass before and are now wood 

chips make our community less attractive. - 7/26/2018 4:04 PM 
• Please water the touchstone green space. Many brown areas year after year. - 7/26/2018 4:00 PM 

Playgrounds and Parks 
• More grassy areas to play and less bark chips. The landscaping at street entrances and sides of road seem to have 

dwindled. Worried they are planting too much in Tanglewood Park. Grasses and things that stay low and filter water are 
great but there seems to be a lot of tall things they are planting that will decrease the area to play (frisbee, soccer etc) - 
8/15/2018 8:21 AM 

• The Tanglewood Park renovation that was done last year has been a source of frustration and anger for most of the 
neighborhood residents. There has been very little communication about how the unresolved issues of the park 
(standing water, little drainage, less green space) will be addressed moving forward. A plan that includes input from 
neighbors needs to be developed and clearly communicated. - 8/14/2018 2:06 PM 

• Tanglewood Park is a disgrace especially with the retention ponds that were never agreed upon by neighbors posing as 
a health and safety hazard and incredibly ugly compared to the narrow drainage ditch and nice large grassy park that it 
replaced!!! - 8/11/2018 11:58 AM 

• Tanglewood Park is still not satisfactory. - 8/10/2018 2:29 PM 
• My house backs to touchstone park and I have a problem with all the dry leaves being blown to the fence line right 

outside my yard. I wish they could be picked up instead and have that area covered nicely with bark dust or wood chips. 
Thank you! - 8/7/2018 9:39 AM 

• Common areas are not kept up well at all. Sides of the streets along Hildago are really bad. Same with Nansen Summit. 
Trim the trees along the streets and spray for weeds along the streets. Enforce neighbors that lets weeds and grass 
grow, leave needles on driveways and do zero maintenance. - 7/30/2018 11:44 AM 

• More parks would be great to encourage more young families to move to the neighborhood. - 7/29/2018 9:44 AM 
• Some of paved trails need repair or replacement. Playground at McNary Park needs updating. Many trees need 

trimming or removal. Trail signage is poor. - 7/29/2018 1:44 AM 
• The play structure on Becket has been abandoned and is now hazardous for small children Steps to the slide are 

corroded and peeling. The area has clearly been turned into an off-leash dog park, which is not safe for small children. 
Might as well tear down the only close play structure to some of us. - 7/27/2018 5:04 PM 

• I do wonder at the value of messing up Tanglewood Park. - 7/27/2018 9:45 AM 
• All looks overgrown and Kerr Parkway looks uncared for. Entrance to parks not kept either. - 7/27/2018 8:43 AM 
• Nanson summit grass brown. Not enough benches along the trails. Not enough playgrounds. - 7/26/2018 8:35 PM 
• Median on del Prado needs attention; disappointed the park between del Prado and da Vinci has been cut down to half 

its size. - 7/26/2018 5:40 PM 
• I am concerned that the trees in Touchstone Park are becoming very overgrown and the weeds are not kept under 

control. - 7/26/2018 3:57 PM 

Tree Types and Maintenance 
• Too many trees are being cut down in mountain park. There needs to be a greater emphasis on the preservation of this 

amenity and viewscape as well as better maintenance of the trees so we don't lose them as blow downs or to disease. 
In addition, the rampant spread of weeds is unacceptable. This is allowing homeowners not to maintain their own 
properties because they see it not being done on community property. - 8/14/2018 2:00 PM 
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• There are two types of trees which seem to be dying....birch trees and some type of evergreen. On Churchill Downs, 
one has died, several are dying. Is anything being done to stop this disease? - 8/14/2018 1:50 PM 

• With the latest change in landscape management I have personally experienced an upgrade in the maintenance of my 
local area and along roadways. Thank you. Flip side, it took three long years to get a half dead and dying tree removed 
from the common area in front of my home. I think there is a happy medium for maintaining our views and enjoying the 
natural beauty of healthy trees. Extreme mindsets hinder progress in keeping our community happy and healthy. - 
8/13/2018 2:57 PM 

• Garbage area, dead limbs could fall and injure tenants - 8/12/2018 2:58 AM 
• Unpaved walkways are not safe and in winter, muddy. Lack of tree maintenance/arborist has completely blocked our 

views. - 8/4/2018 2:20 PM 
• I'm very concerned about the number of trees in green space that have lots of ivy growing on them. Lack of 

maintenance will begin killing trees, potentially leading to trees falling on houses/condos and extremely ugly green 
space. - 8/4/2018 1:51 PM 

• Many alders in common space are dying and presenting as hazard trees. MP should survey these areas and aggressively 
remove the dead and dying as soon as possible. - 7/31/2018 10:36 AM 

• Removal of broken/fallen trees and snags seems to take a long time to remove. - 7/30/2018 8:15 AM 
• Need to do more wood chips to help with water runoff and mud. Need to keep trees in better shape over people's 

homes and along paths for safety reasons. 7/29/2018 5:52 PM 
• Not consistent. On Kerr some dead conifer trees are along the road. Planting’s in front of monuments on Kerr are poor, 

let alone other common areas. - 7/29/2018 1:17 PM 
• Some of paved trails need repair or replacement. Playground at McNary Park needs updating. Many trees need 

trimming or removal. Trail signage is poor. - 7/29/2018 1:44 AM 
• We gave up on calling about fallen trees. Nobody ever came when they said they would. We paid to have them trimmed 

and removed from the Common Areas because they were hazardous to our home and damaged our gutters and roof. 
Do what you say you will! - 7/27/2018 4:30 PM 

• Get rid of ivy / need to cut dead limbs out of all the trees / use mulch rather than wood chips / need to limb up trees to 
get them out of our faces when we walk. - 7/27/2018 10:46 AM 

• Pruning of trees and shrubs in common areas that need to be done to improve vehicle/pedestrian visibility for safety. - 
7/27/2018 9:43 AM 

• Look at N. Condolea Terrace. Clean it up. Trim the trees back, cut weeds and grass, trim apple trees that make a mess! 
Trim trees that cut my view of Mt, Hood. Eaglecrest /Stephenson unpaved trail huge branches one has to duck. Poor 
maintenance! - 7/26/2018 7:37 PM 

• Some trees seem pretty ragged, with bare/dead branches. - 7/26/2018 5:45 PM 
• Roots buckle asphalt paths - trip hazards - should be repaired immediately when located. - 7/26/2018 5:20 PM 

Trails and Accessibility 
• There is one bush that is hard to see around (on Eagle Crest Drive turning on to McNary Pkwy a bush that is on the side 

off Eagle Crest Dr. towards Boones Ferry) in my low-profile car. I think it is a danger. I either need to stop way back 
before the stop line or have my car's nose into the intersection to see around this bush/plant. I think it should be 
removed or set back further from the street. I'm not positive if this plant is on MPHOA common property or the Avocet 
condo's property. - 8/8/2018 1:52 PM 

• Paved paths have been left cracked to long over periods of time, hazardous especially to older walkers. - 8/6/2018 6:49 
PM 

• I do believe that the posts restricting access for trucks and equipment be more easily removed as this was always part 
of the original plan to get to back and side areas of the properties. - 8/6/2018 2:44 PM 

• Improve the walking/crossing access on the only corner of Jefferson and Kerr that is ivy planted. Many people walk up 
and down on Jefferson to cross at the light. - 8/5/2018 2:34 PM 

• Unpaved walkways are not safe and in winter, muddy. Lack of tree maintenance/arborist has completely blocked our 
views. - 8/4/2018 2:20 PM 

• The trails need more attention, sometimes dangerous for the neighborhood. It could look better with more 
maintenance. Cleaner and safe! Thank you for allowing us to share our opinions! - 8/4/2018 10:46 AM 
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• There are a lot of trees that are overhanging on sidewalks and paths that need to be trimmed. Also, a lot of street lights 
are out and makes for an unsafe environment at some spots (for instance at the church parking lot on Jefferson before 
the tunnel towards the church. It’s been out for over a year). - 8/4/2018 8:53 AM 

• All paths are bumpy and creates hazards. Also, there needs to be a paved path along McNary Parkway. - 8/3/2018 8:07 
PM 

• Use of chemicals, not enough tree trimming, not enough trimming of shrubs. I also don’t understand the sidewalk 
“mishmash.” Some streets have sidewalks then there is no sidewalk, then suddenly there is a sidewalk. Walkability is 
very poor. And drivers go beyond the speed limit and do not pay attention to pedestrians. - 8/3/2018 7:49 PM 

• Upkeep of Clubhouse and entrance monuments has gone downhill. Clubhouse landscaping has a large amount of 
invasive ivy. Weeds grow in the landscaping. Plantings at monuments way below prior quality. MPHOA should be 
trapping moles, which destroy structure with tunnels and reroute water. Path by tennis court has dangerous drop off. - 
8/1/2018 3:50 PM 

• Some of paved trails need repair or replacement. Playground at McNary Park needs updating. Many trees need 
trimming or removal. Trail signage is poor. - 7/29/2018 1:44 AM 

• Wheelchair ramps would be a nice addition to the paths. - 7/28/2018 10:49 AM 
• Get rid of ivy / need to cut dead limbs out of all the trees / use mulch rather than wood chips / need to limb up trees to 

get them out of our faces when we walk. - 7/27/2018 10:46 AM 
• Pathway between rec center and Mt. Park Church needs to be smoothed and repaved. - 7/27/2018 10:07 AM 
• Paved trails have weeds, shrubs and trees (both community and owner-planted) getting too overgrown; massive cutting 

is needed. - 7/26/2018 11:18 PM 
• Dead or leaning trees near paths are not removed or pruned. Residents do not have to upkeep the Side of their fences 

or property that is adjacent to paths. The paved paths in mountain park don’t go Anywhere! They dead end on busy 
roads. No path or sidewalk from Jefferson Pkwy to Westlake Dr. No path direct to oak creek for kids. Have to walk on 
the road part way. No path to Westlake Park. Again, path dead ends in the road. No path from Jefferson Pkwy to rec 
center is the absolute Worst! No sidewalk or path along independence to rec center. No path after intersection from 
Jefferson and Kerr to rec center, have to walk along the busy curvy road very unsafe for kids!!!! But At the top of 
Jefferson at rec center lots of sidewalks that connect everything what happened to the Connections down the 
mountain? In summary, safe pedestrian pathways don’t connect destinations. Mountain park has beautiful paths that 
go nowhere! - 7/26/2018 9:12 PM 

• Nanson summit grass brown. Not enough benches along the trails. Not enough playgrounds. - 7/26/2018 8:35 PM 
• Trees from the common areas growing into my yard space. They need to be trimmed by you. - 7/26/2018 8:18 PM 
• Still some paved paths that are in very poor condition. - 7/26/2018 6:49 PM 
• Some unpaved paths are impassable in wet weather due to deep water pooling. - 7/26/2018 4:56 PM 

Viewpoints and Vistas 
• Too many trees are being cut down in mountain park. There needs to be a greater emphasis on the preservation of this 

amenity and viewscape as well as better maintenance of the trees so we don't lose them as blow downs or to disease. 
In addition, the rampant spread of weeds is unacceptable. This is allowing homeowners not to maintain their own 
properties because they see it not being done on community property. - 8/14/2018 2:00 PM 

• I don’t understand the topic of viewpoints and vistas. I understand the words, but not what you’re talking about. Is 
there a viewpoint where we can all go to look at something? ... One concern I have is about our streets. I want to keep 
them clean and not have people park their little-used or rundown vehicles there. - 7/30/2018 11:27 PM 

• My dissatisfaction with the upkeep of vistas and the level of overrun from invasives is not reflective on staff 
effectiveness, but rather on the fact that we have let these things get away from us for so long. Many of the vistas 
around MP have completely disappeared in the 6 years we've been in the neighborhood. 7/30/2018 2:12 PM 

• McNary and Walking Wood bench now has no view. We used to be able to see Mt Hood. Green space seems to be neat 
from Partridge Ln. but back side is blackberries and horse tails which spread into our yard. - 7/26/2018 4:16 PM 

• Views often obstructed from viewpoints due to overgrown trees and shrubbery. - 7/26/2018 3:52 PM 

Wildlife Habitat Enhancement and Open Space Preservation 
• I'd love to see MP encouraging homeowners to remove invasives and landscape for wildlife. - 8/3/2018 5:04 PM 
• MPHOA is doing a great job for our membership. We should keep it up, not begin any new Common Ground Crusades, 

and thereby keep our Association Fees to the least possible cost per household. In addition, I am against allowing or 
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creating new habitat for Coyotes in Mountain Park; they are a dangerous pack animal and living amongst us they now 
pose a significant and unacceptable risk to our pets and children. Thank you. - 7/29/2018 1:13 PM 

• We purchased our home due to the presence of undeveloped green space. We feel it is important to keep the green 
spaces undeveloped and under HOA ownership and control. - 7/27/2018 1:02 PM 

• Love the wilderness look and feel more than the groomed garden look and feel; would like to see corridors for wildlife 
connecting Mt. Park with the greater areas and parks of the city. - 7/27/2018 7:21 AM 

Green Corridor/ Natural Areas 
• Individual home owners are never punished for taking over common areas as their property extensions (essentially 

stealing our common property) so they continue and literally fight neighbors who ask them to stop and stay out of the 
common property. Per the common property land survey staked out by professionals last year it is clear the neighbor 
behind our home build on the property line and have claimed common property for theirs. Last year they assaulted me 
when I asked them to stop (videoed the incident). The HOA did nothing to help then or this year either after both the 
grounds crew and Mercellino visited the location. We have been complaining to the HOA about this situation for 
decades now. Instead of a comfortable green space separating our homes, we have been forced to ask these people to 
stop clearing out the green space right up to our property line leaving us no privacy. Including, creating their own path 
around their house with a small bridge, rubbish left, sprinkler piping, cutting down small trees, and bark dusting the 
green space after repeated requests to simply leave the greenway alone. Each encounter asking them to stop becomes 
a heated confrontation that should not be required. The HOA should be throwing the book at these habitual CC&R 
violators. Period. - 8/15/2018 8:18 AM 

• Would like the common property surrounding my house to be better kept up. Right now it is just a mess of debris and 
weeds. Trees need thinning and pruning. - 8/6/2018 10:17 AM 

• There's a strip of common property behind my unit in Oswego Ridge, at least it was Mountain Park common property 
when I moved here 20 years ago, and it has NEVER been maintained by Mountain Park other than to let it go wild. If this 
strip of land on the west side of the property is no longer Mountain Park common area, please let me know. - 8/3/2018 
5:10 PM 

• Smaller areas that are found between houses, such as the one between Garibaldi and Bolivar, are not maintained 
frequently enough. - 7/30/2018 4:27 PM 

• The common area on the upside of Partridge Way has been neglected by you for many years. Please clean up the dead 
foliage and blackberry vines. - 7/31/2018 6:53 PM 

• The common area on the corner of Jefferson Pkw and Kingsgate is a disgrace. Once green with maintained plantings... 
Now stick ground cover and 5-foot weeds. Many travel Pkw every day and see the obvious sore thumb. It was 
particularly attractive with the "honey pot" parked on the corner during repaving. I understand that grounds crew has 
been decimated. My HOA continues to go up every year. - 7/27/2018 9:56 AM 

• My property is adjacent to a small common property area which borders Stephenson and Eagle Crest and is routinely 
overlooked and appears to not be on the landscape maintenance schedule. - 7/26/2018 9:40 PM 

• McNary and Walking Wood bench now has no view. We used to be able to see Mt Hood. Green space seems to be neat 
from Partridge Ln. but back side is blackberries and horse tails which spread into our yard. - 7/26/2018 4:16 PM 

Wood Chips 
• Use bark-dust where people can see; wood chips everywhere else. - 8/14/2018 1:44 PM 
• I hate the wood chips at entrances. If not going to use bark dust, then leave plain, raked, weed less dirt - 8/8/2018 4:36 

PM 
• The wood chips everywhere look awful. - 8/7/2018 8:39 PM 
• You are doing an amazing job. I’m just not too keen on the wood chips. - 8/3/2018 10:37 PM 
• The quality of the wood chips are substandard: the chips are too big and unable to hold back the weeds plus, they look 

pretty ratty. We applaud the recycling of trees this way but there has to be a method to produce smaller chips. - 
8/1/2018 3:59 PM 

• The wood chips are hideous! They look like a cheap alternative to dark bark dust. Their bleached out, bland color does 
nothing to enhance the greenery of plantings. I cannot help noticing that entrances to many condominiums and 
townhomes have far better aesthetic appeal than all of Mt. Park, which used to be a model for other HOAs to aspire. 
Common areas are an embarrassment. Weeds are cut down and left on the ground. Unless weeds are killed and 
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removed they will return. No amount of wood chips is going to get rid of them. Finally, is there is paid staff of landscape 
personnel? - 7/30/2018 4:50 PM 

• Invasive plants are out of control. As addressed in last newsletter, wood chipped areas overall are very sad looking. - 
7/31/2018 10:04 PM 

• Need to do more wood chips to help with water runoff and mud. Need to keep trees in better shape over people's 
homes and along paths for safety reasons. 7/29/2018 5:52 PM 

• Areas with wood chips not maintained. Turn into weedy, muddy mess. Dog picks up all kinds of debris. Not attractive. 
Hard to walk on. Too much invasive ivy. - 7/29/2018 5:07 PM 

• Zealous use of wood chips and Oregon Grape, while pleasant, is becoming more prominent and a larger portion of the 
landscaped grounds than we would like to see. - 7/29/2018 3:18 PM 

• Get rid of ivy / need to cut dead limbs out of all the trees / use mulch rather than wood chips / need to limb up trees to 
get them out of our faces when we walk. - 7/27/2018 10:46 AM 

• We have watched the common areas deteriorate over the last 3 years. The chipped wood for the ugliest groundcover 
we have seen to invasive species completely take over common areas only to seed in our yards, we are extremely 
saddened to have witnessed this. Our private yards must be kept to a much higher standard. - 7/26/2018 6:30 PM 

• We have watched the common areas deteriorate over the last 3 years. The chipped wood for the ugliest groundcover 
we have seen to invasive species completely take over common areas only to seed in our yards, we are extremely 
saddened to have witnessed this. Our private yards must be kept to a much higher standard. - 7/26/2018 6:30 PM 

• I am very disappointed that the areas that once had grass and were very beautiful and well maintained have been 
replaced with bark and plants. Most of which have now become full of weeds and those weeds then invade the 
property of homeowners. - 7/26/2018 4:57 PM 

• Regarding 4 Bloch Terrace - I just spent $500 having invasive plants, weeds, etc. removed from the deck to about 30feet 
from the deck - well beyond my property line and well into the common area. The lack of upkeep makes me want to 
quit paying for HOA gardeners and keep it up myself. The area is now dirt which is cracked and ugly - no bark anywhere. 
Same for the side area to the path of the townhome. JUST PLAIN UGLY! - 7/26/2018 4:49 PM 

• I am very concerned about the use of chemical herbicides along the trails and appalled that they are used so freely 
without warning to neighbors. Also, this was a poorly designed survey. If I answer « dissatisfied with weed abatement, 
do you interpret that to mean that I want more of it or less? Also, “wood chips” is a trick term. Mountain park puts 
refuse in a grinder for a minute and then scatters the remains like bark chips. There’s a big difference between bark 
chips and broken branches and twigs. A little girl ran through a bed of your “wood chips” and one of the Broken sticks 
drove right into her shin! - 7/26/2018 4:05 PM 

General Maintenance 
• More grassy areas to play and less bark chips. The landscaping at street entrances and sides of road seem to have 

dwindled. Worried they are planting too much in Tanglewood Park. Grasses and things that stay low and filter water are 
great but there seems to be a lot of tall things they are planting that will decrease the area to play (frisbee, soccer etc) - 
8/15/2018 8:21 AM 

• Exterior is often overgrown. - 8/4/2018 5:30 PM 
• Use of chemicals, not enough tree trimming, not enough trimming of shrubs. I also don’t understand the sidewalk 

“mishmash.” Some streets have sidewalks then there is no sidewalk, then suddenly there is a sidewalk. Walkability is 
very poor. And drivers go beyond the speed limit and do not pay attention to pedestrians. - 8/3/2018 7:49 PM 

• I had to report many deep pot holes in the parking area of the Recreation Center. I was hurt and so were my friends. I 
did report it and the one I tripped on was filled. - 8/3/2018 5:07 PM 

• Common property is a mess. It was not always like this. It is one thing to seem natural, right now common property is 
WILD. - 8/3/2018 2:54 PM 

• The common property has become an embarrassment over the past few years. All areas need to be well maintained in 
a professional manner. The common grounds poor maintenance sets the example that our private properties 
(residence) can also go unmaintained. This is lowering the livability of Mountain Park. This property maintenance issue 
is also noted on real estate sights. - 8/2/2018 2:39 PM 

• Some areas or common property not as well maintained as others. Need more oversight of areas that need 
improvement. - 7/29/2018 12:51 PM 

• Some areas are not kept as neat as should be. Pathways are maintained about three feet toward owner property, then 
weeds are allowed to grow. Example: A neighbor next door asked if she could plant the area next to fence with hosts 
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and ferns (little maintenance), was told "no, she was not allowed to even pull weeds in that area!". That area now is 
somewhat maintained for three feet from the path and weeds between that and the owner property are allowed to 
grow rampant. The maintenance men have plenty to do, why not allow common areas to be maintained by an owner if 
done properly? - 7/28/2018 10:27 AM 

• All looks overgrown and Kerr Parkway looks uncared for. Entrance to parks not kept either. - 7/27/2018 8:43 AM 
• Nansen Summit landscaping is beautiful in late July. Well done! Blackberry vines from common area are encroaching on 

my property. Lack of landscaping on Garibaldi seems to encourage dog owners to leave dog waste behind. - 7/27/2018 
8:05 AM 

• Look at N. Condolea Terrace. Clean it up. Trim the trees back, cut weeds and grass, trim apple trees that make a mess! 
Trim trees that cut my view of Mt, Hood. Eaglecrest /Stephenson unpaved trail huge branches one has to duck. Poor 
maintenance! - 7/26/2018 7:37 PM 

• Median on del Prado needs attention; disappointed the park between del Prado and da Vinci has been cut down to half 
its size. - 7/26/2018 5:40 PM 

• Entrance monument area looking shabby. Seems to be a decrease in seasonal flower beds plantings. Maintenance of 
common areas is not looking good. - 7/26/2018 4:40 PM 

• Landscaping effort has been dismal for years! Been here for 34 years, and it's embarrassing. Removal of neighborhood 
name laboring should have been removal of person(s) responsible… - 7/26/2018 4:23 PM 

• The landscaped island at Lower Boone’s Ferry and Kerr is very poorly planted and NOT maintained. When compared to 
the other landscape islands maintained by the city of LO, there is a very negative impression. - 7/26/2018 4:14 PM 

• Median plants overgrown and make it difficult to see pedestrians crossing at paths, very dangerous. - 7/26/2018 4:05 
PM 

• We sent in a request about a month ago concerning the common property area next to our home. Nothing ever 
happened. The area is completely overgrown. - 7/26/2018 4:02 PM 

• There is a comer property located at Jefferson Pkwy and Kingsgate is unkept for a while. Needs improvement. - 
7/26/2018 3:55 PM 

City of Lake Oswego 
• I don’t understand the topic of viewpoints and vistas. I understand the words, but not what you’re talking about. Is 

there a viewpoint where we can all go to look at something? ... One concern I have is about our streets. I want to keep 
them clean and not have people park their little-used or rundown vehicles there. - 7/30/2018 11:27 PM 

• A lot of Street signs are in poor condition and hard to read especially at night. I see more trash along the ditches than 
ever before. - 7/27/2018 8:03 PM 

• The common area on the corner of Jefferson Pkwy and Kingsgate is a disgrace. Once green with maintained plantings... 
Now stick ground cover and 5-foot weeds. Many travel Pkwy every day and see the obvious sore thumb. It was 
particularly attractive with the "honey pot" parked on the corner during repaving. I understand that grounds crew has 
been decimated. My HOA continues to go up every year. - 7/27/2018 9:56 AM 

• Street lights in Kingsgate are not useful at all, very dark. - 7/26/2018 9:39 PM 
• Lights are not all functioning and many varied styles, some of which add light pollution. - 7/26/2018 4:47 PM 
• It should not be necessary to get a permit to cut down a tree. Love trees...but we have a lot of them and it just should 

not be an issue. - 7/26/2018 4:21 PM 

Other 
• Messy, dilapidated homes & yards - 8/14/2018 12:50 PM 
• I find this survey rather useless. I want it ALL to look nice. You can’t separate one area from the other—they are 

adjacent! What’s a nice path if next to it is an ivy-choked dying tree? - 8/8/2018 9:48 AM 
• There are a lot of trees that are overhanging on sidewalks and paths that need to be trimmed. Also, a lot of street lights 

are out and makes for an unsafe environment at some spots (for instance at the church parking lot on Jefferson before 
the tunnel towards the church. It’s been out for over a year). - 8/4/2018 8:53 AM 

• Very dissatisfied with Tanglewood Hills common areas. Very unkept! - 8/3/2018 7:34 PM (Likely talking about sub-HOA) 
• BPM management should be fired and replaced with an ethical functional management company. - 8/3/2018 4:59 PM 

(Possibly in reference to sub-HOA) 
• Upkeep of Clubhouse and entrance monuments has gone downhill. Clubhouse landscaping has a large amount of 

invasive ivy. Weeds grow in the landscaping. Plantings at monuments way below prior quality. MPHOA should be 
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trapping moles, which destroy structure with tunnels and reroute water. Path by tennis court has dangerous drop off. - 
8/1/2018 3:50 PM 

• Common areas are not kept up well at all. Sides of the streets along Hildago are really bad. Same with Nansen Summit. 
Trim the trees along the streets and spray for weeds along the streets. Enforce neighbors that lets weeds and grass 
grow, leave needles on driveways and do zero maintenance. - 7/30/2018 11:44 AM 

• Zealous use of wood chips and Oregon Grape, while pleasant, is becoming more prominent and a larger portion of the 
landscaped grounds than we would like to see. - 7/29/2018 3:18 PM 

• MPHOA is doing a great job for our membership. We should keep it up, not begin any new Common Ground Crusades, 
and thereby keep our Association Fees to the least possible cost per household. In addition, I am against allowing or 
creating new habitat for Coyotes in Mountain Park; they are a dangerous pack animal and living amongst us they now 
pose a significant and unacceptable risk to our pets and children. Thank you. - 7/29/2018 1:13 PM 

• The unfenced pond near the RV lot is a danger to children. The ivy growing up the trees in that same area and others is 
a threat to the trees. - 7/28/2018 1:50 PM 

• Our circle at the top of Hotspur will be marked as a fire lane and no parking allowed - which means that after 50 years 
we have no place for guest to park. Not really conducive to entertaining. Can something be done to widen the street 
and paving so our guests can still park. We are not happy about this. Have not received any real response from the 
Clubhouse - Steve never got back to me when he was going to check with the fire marshal. Eloise Gibson - 7/28/2018 
11:35 AM 

• Would like some outreach by MPHOA to the smaller member HOAs, which in KALAHOWYA HOA, has inconsistent and 
somewhat poor landscaping. - 7/27/2018 1:11 PM 

• The common area on the corner of Jefferson Pkwy and Kingsgate is a disgrace. Once green with maintained plantings... 
Now stick ground cover and 5-foot weeds. Many travel Pkwy every day and see the obvious sore thumb. It was 
particularly attractive with the "honey pot" parked on the corner during repaving. I understand that grounds crew has 
been decimated. My HOA continues to go up every year. - 7/27/2018 9:56 AM 

• I'm not sure that the staff is being used most productively. I've seen too many people working on the same, small 
projects which could have been done with fewer people. - 7/27/2018 8:07 AM 

• I often see workers and appreciate them. We usually care for the common property bordering our home on two sides 
also. - 7/27/2018 3:09 AM 

• We like to see the maintenance of the parks and garden similar to city of lake Oswego specially the art works in 
downtown. - 7/26/2018 7:35 PM 

• We have watched the common areas deteriorate over the last 3 years. The chipped wood for the ugliest groundcover 
we have seen to invasive species completely take over common areas only to seed in our yards, we are extremely 
saddened to have witnessed this. Our private yards must be kept to a much higher standard. - 7/26/2018 6:30 PM 

• The plants beyond our property line used to be our responsibility before you guys cottoned on to the fact that it was 
common property--- now we have no privacy in our yard/deck thanks to you hacking off our beautiful hedge 15 years 
ago :( --- would love for you to rectify it by planting along the roadway. - 7/26/2018 5:28 PM 

• I am very concerned about the use of chemical herbicides along the trails and appalled that they are used so freely 
without warning to neighbors. Also, this was a poorly designed survey. If I answer « dissatisfied with weed abatement, 
do you interpret that to mean that I want more of it or less? Also, “wood chips” is a trick term. Mountain park puts 
refuse in a grinder for a minute and then scatters the remains like bark chips. There’s a big difference between bark 
chips and broken branches and twigs. A little girl ran through a bed of your “wood chips” and one of the Broken sticks 
drove right into her shin! - 7/26/2018 4:05 PM 

 

Gratitude 
• In the past, I was VERY dissatisfied with how the common property was maintained. I am impressed with the changes 

that I have seen recently. THANKS! - 8/14/2018 3:00 PM 
• With the latest change in landscape management I have personally experienced an upgrade in the maintenance of my 

local area and along roadways. Thank you. Flip side, it took three long years to get a half dead and dying tree removed 
from the common area in front of my home. I think there is a happy medium for maintaining our views and enjoying the 
natural beauty of healthy trees. Extreme mindsets hinder progress in keeping our community happy and healthy. - 
8/13/2018 2:57 PM 

• Zsolt has made a huge positive difference. He is practical and works very hard. - 8/11/2018 11:25 AM 
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• There's always more to do, thank you for trying to keep up and doing what you folks do! - 8/11/2018 12:06 AM 
• You are doing a great job! Thank you! - 8/7/2018 9:26 AM 
• Paved paths are understandably hard to maintain due to earth movement. - 8/6/2018 10:25 AM 
• Generally well done - 8/6/2018 5:11 AM 
• Enhanced in the last few years. Thank you. - 8/4/2018 4:13 PM 
• No, I like the neighborhood and things look great. - 8/4/2018 3:10 PM 
• It is nice to see some of the paved paths being repaired. - 8/4/2018 2:58 PM 
• From my limited perspective, you do a good job! - 8/4/2018 2:45 PM 
• The maintenance of common property appears satisfactory to me. - 8/4/2018 10:20 AM  
• You are doing an amazing job. I’m just not too keen on the wood chips. - 8/3/2018 10:37 PM 
• Steve Milton at MPHOA and Elaine Harper at OSHOA are doing good work on behalf of our neighborhood! - 8/3/2018 

4:53 PM 
• The effort to manage the paths, ivy and plantings in the past year have been noticed and excellent. I appreciate the job 

the landscaping dept is doing. - 8/1/2018 11:02 PM 
• The landscaping staff is awesome! We are SO fortunate to have Zsolt and his staff working for our Mt Park HOA. - 

7/30/2018 5:49 PM 
• We thank you for all your cooperation with all our projects. Jean Moore - 7/27/2018 12:25 PM 
• Nansen Summit landscaping is beautiful in late July. Well done! Blackberry vines from common area are encroaching on 

my property. Lack of landscaping on Garibaldi seems to encourage dog owners to leave dog waste behind. - 7/27/2018 
8:05 AM 

• Everything is great. 7/27/2018 4:38 AM 
• I often see workers and appreciate them. We usually care for the common property bordering our home on two sides 

also. - 7/27/2018 3:09 AM 
• You are doing a great job, and we are most appreciative of your collective efforts to maintain and improve Mt Park. - 

7/26/2018 9:16 PM 
• It’s beautiful here! Keep up the good work. - 7/26/2018 7:37 PM 
• There's so much maintenance and upkeep! You are slowly chipping away at a mountain of tasks that have been long 

neglected. Thank you! - 7/26/2018 7:26 PM 
• We appreciate the hard word of the landscape crew a lot. They strike a great balance between maintaining the wildlife 

and natural aspects and the more manicure areas. They are very responsive to questions and requests. - 7/26/2018 
4:10 PM 

Irrelevant 
• I haven't looked at most of the common elements in a long time, so I really don't know their condition and what the 

priorities might be. - 8/4/2018 12:53 PM 
• I chose neutral because there was on option for N/A... because for many of those aspects of the property, I honestly 

don't see and don't know. - 8/4/2018 8:24 AM 
• Sorry, I do not live in Mt. Park so cannot answer some of these questions. - 8/3/2018 11:22 PM 
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Q7 If you have any specific comments about the priorities listed 
above or any other area, please write them below: 

 
Lighting and Signage for Trails and Pathways 

• Additional path signage would be nice, and working with LO to improve paths, sidewalks (and bike lanes!) would be 
great too. Those new street lights are terrible, but my hunch/hope is that their selection, installation and operation 
is City of LO and not MPHOA. - 8/11/2018 12:06 AM 

• Reducing light pollution should be a priority. Play area equipment should be checked regularly for safety. - 
7/28/2018 1:50 PM 

• Keeping artificial light pollution to a minimum is a priority for me. I wish Mt. Park would enforce that more 
vigorously in the neighborhoods. The night sky is important to our wellbeing I believe. - 7/27/2018 7:21 AM 

• Signage need to be more clear especially at night more frequent. - 7/26/2018 7:35 PM 
• I do not use pathways as I have gotten lost several times. - 7/26/2018 5:49 PM 
• Trails don’t need lighting. That’s extremely unnatural for wildlife. - 7/26/2018 4:05 PM 

Maintenance of Grass Areas 
• Covering grass areas with bark chips such as done on Hidalgo looks horrific and does not repel weeds at all. Go back 

to grass and mow. - 7/30/2018 11:44 AM 
• Get rid of the grass areas and plant more natural native plants that have low summer water requirements. - 

7/29/2018 12:51 PM 
• I would like green spaces returned on Hidalgo St. - 7/28/2018 9:15 AM 

Maintenance of Playgrounds and Parks 
• As mentioned above, the neighborhood surrounding Tanglewood Park would like any budget decisions to address 

the remaining issues in the park. - 8/14/2018 2:06 PM 
• All residents should be informed about and have a say in projects that have a major financial outlay or impact on a 

resource such as Tanglewood Park that was destroyed by the outside contractors and authorized by prior HOA 
President and Landscape Dept. - 8/11/2018 11:58 AM 

• Would love to see a water fountain on Nansen Summit. - 8/3/2018 5:04 PM 
• Reducing light pollution should be a priority. Play area equipment should be checked regularly for safety. - 

7/28/2018 1:50 PM 
• Tanglewood park project needs to be completed. It remains a mess. - 7/26/2018 9:15 PM 

Maintenance of Trails and Pathways 
• I’m not even sure what you’re referring to when you say “vista.” I only don’t use the unpaved trails bc I feel like I’ll 

fall. - 8/8/2018 9:48 AM 
• Important to have general upkeep for trees, plants, & invasive species, so they don't get out of hand, & then we 

incur a great cost to resolve. If you offer a trail system, safety is the first key, upkeep for lighting in the tunnels, & 
some safety lighting. Focus should also be on what landscape & green space planning that can look great, be 
accessible, but with as low-cost maintenance as possible. Do we need grass next to every sidewalk? - 8/6/2018 6:49 
PM 

• The MP trail system is one of the main reasons we enjoy living in the community and system upkeep and repair is a 
top priority for us. - 7/31/2018 10:36 AM 

• Wide and cleaned paved trails very important for continued enjoyment of Mt. Park; huge trees and over-hanging 
branches very unattractive; walkways used to feel more welcoming; now getting gloomy and dark as landscaping 
has matured and many homeowners ignore maintenance. - 7/26/2018 11:18 PM 

• My arthritis the past few years have prevented me from using the trails however for many years they were one 
major reason for buying here and their safety is very important to this area and a draw for buyers. They are unique. 
The medians, the park grounds and clubhouse grounds sell this area to new comers faster than anything else… - 
7/26/2018 10:02 PM 

• Connect trails and paths to sidewalks and sidewalks to destinations. - 7/26/2018 9:28 PM 
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Maintenance of Trees and Plants in Natural Areas 
• I just believe that needs a little bit of more attention all the areas that I pointed out! - 8/4/2018 10:46 AM 
• I don't know what you mean by 'monuments' and 'viewpoint and vista' management. What and where are these? 

Where are there 'watercourse areas'? I'm annoyed by the dead trees that have not been removed. - 8/3/2018 5:10 
PM 

• Don’t want dead trees falling on property, so maintenance of this is important. - 7/31/2018 8:18 AM 

Maintenance of Watercourse Areas 
• The water course area between Tanglewood and Churchill Downs is unsatisfactory, the water does not drain and is 

horrible and stagnant. - 8/14/2018 1:50 PM 
• I'm a native English speaker with a master's degree, but I'm not sure what "watercourse area" means. This survey 

shouldn't assume folks understand landscaping terms like that. - 8/4/2018 8:24 AM 
• What monuments? What watercourse areas? Don't think I am familiar with these. - 7/26/2018 9:35 PM 
• What are watercourse areas? That should be explained in order to properly answer the question. - 7/27/2018 7:43 

AM 

Monuments 
• Entrances and clubhouse grounds are the face of our neighborhood. You can have on the cleanest, purest 

underwear ever, but if your clothes are ratty and your face is dirty, people will still see you as a bum. Mt. Park is 
looking like a bum - 8/8/2018 4:36 PM 

• Again, I don't know what needs the most attention, but I would never make monuments and views high priorities. - 
8/4/2018 12:53 PM 

• I really want entrances to Mt. Park to look better. My neighbors and I have thought about volunteering to clean up 
the entrance to our area on Botticelli. Perennials have not been trimmed. It is overgrown, unmaintained and dry. - 
8/3/2018 2:54 PM 

• Not sure what monuments you mean but if it is building new ones, they aren't a priority. Improving landscaping 
around it is fine. In terms of lighting, those newly installed bright white lights (by the City) is quite bright. Might that 
be harming the migrating birds? - 7/27/2018 7:13 AM 

• What monuments? What watercourse areas? Don't think I am familiar with these. - 7/26/2018 9:35 PM 

Viewpoint and Vista Management 
• I’m not even sure what you’re referring to when you say “vista.” I only don’t use the unpaved trails bc I feel like I’ll 

fall. - 8/8/2018 9:48 AM 
• I'm not sure where the viewpoints and vistas are! - 8/7/2018 9:39 AM 
• Again, I don't know what needs the most attention, but I would never make monuments and views high priorities. - 

8/4/2018 12:53 PM 

Weed and Invasive Plant Abatement 
• Very concerned about ivy and blackberry bushes. - 8/4/2018 1:51 PM 
• Where English Ivy is dominant such as surrounding the Clubhouse grounds and the church grounds, it should be 

carefully suppressed so that it does not go to seed and thereby propagate widely. - 7/31/2018 12:32 PM 
• Save trees and wildlife and get rid of invasive species. 7/30/2018 5:49 PM 
• Use bark dust NOT wood chips. Also, kill the weeds. Don't just bury them under ground cover because they will 

come back. - 7/30/2018 4:50 PM 
• Please hire people to clear the blackberries and the weeds along the roadways; it's just getting worse and worse. - 

7/27/2018 11:14 PM 
• Common area behind our homes running adjacent to the cement trail become weedy. I do try to attend to mine by 

really this should be handled by the HOA. - 7/26/2018 8:18 PM 
• We need resident education about invasive plants. They're called "invasive" for a reason. If my neighbors have them 

right up to the property line, I'm going to have them on my property without constant attention. - 7/26/2018 7:26 
PM 
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Wood Chips 
• Use bark dust NOT wood chips. Also, kill the weeds. Don't just bury them under ground cover because they will 

come back. - 7/30/2018 4:50 PM 

Wildlife Habitat Enhancement and Open Space Preservation 
• I am in favor of increasing the wildlife habitat. Also need to do outreach to smaller HOAs, including visits to open 

meetings. along with educational walk- throughs. With the purpose of providing consistency in the general 
community. - 7/27/2018 1:11 PM 

City of Lake Oswego 
• Additional path signage would be nice, and working with LO to improve paths, sidewalks (and bike lanes!) would be 

great too. Those new street lights are terrible, but my hunch/hope is that their selection, installation and operation 
is City of LO and not MPHOA. - 8/11/2018 12:06 AM 

• Not sure what monuments you mean but if it is building new ones, they aren't a priority. Improving landscaping 
around it is fine. In terms of lighting, those newly installed bright white lights (by the City) is quite bright. Might that 
be harming the migrating birds? - 7/27/2018 7:13 AM 

• People drive too fast on residential streets. - 7/26/2018 9:12 PM 

General/Other 
• I am concerned about the appearance of our community and keeping our home values up. Buyers don’t care about 

invasive species. They want the Rec center, pretty landscaping and places for their children to run and play. - 
8/15/2018 8:21 AM 

• Stop CC&R violations, in all areas, Home Care and on Common areas CC&R exception enforcement has been so lax 
over the past 5-10 years that this needs to become the #1 priority focus for the HOA Board. Layoff (or re-assign 
duties) of one or two of the extra admin staff milling around talking and appearing to be doing nothing of value to 
home owners behind the front to add more CC&R compliance capabilities. Create a smooth step by step fining 
process and place liens on violating property owners that accumulates with interest over time for those who won’t 
correct violations. No exceptions, no non- legal 'grandfathering' aka this is not a legal instrument and the notion that 
the board can allow such exceptions through such non-allowed in the CC&R mechanisms should not be used in lieu 
of real and consistent enforcement. Mtn Park home values are suffering by the HOA Board timidity in this area. This 
is intolerable. Good ol' boy favoring is an untenable place for the board to be placing themselves. Take the repeated 
violators to task and the marginal violators will take notice and we can get Mtn Park back to where it used to be in 
the mind of owners and future owners. - 8/15/2018 8:18 AM 

• We feel the maintenance of current areas are more important than adding signage, watercourse or monuments. 
First take care of what we already have. - 8/10/2018 3:25 PM 

• I believe that the common property master plan developed by Pacific Habitat Services (at substantial cost to the 
HOA) should be used as a guiding document for the stewardship of our common property. - 8/10/2018 1:06 PM 

• Important to have general upkeep for trees, plants, & invasive species, so they don't get out of hand, & then we 
incur a great cost to resolve. If you offer a trail system, safety is the first key, upkeep for lighting in the tunnels, & 
some safety lighting. Focus should also be on what landscape & green space planning that can look great, be 
accessible, but with as low-cost maintenance as possible. Do we need grass next to every sidewalk? - 8/6/2018 6:49 
PM 

• I would like to see more natural landscaping instead of seasonal flowers lined up like a row of soldiers. - 8/3/2018 
7:49 PM 

• I don't know what you mean by 'monuments' and 'viewpoint and vista' management. What and where are these? 
Where are there 'watercourse areas'? I'm annoyed by the dead trees that have not been removed. - 8/3/2018 5:10 
PM 

• There needs to be top quality maintenance in all public views. What is seen by the public determines livability for all 
in the community as well as property values. - 8/2/2018 2:39 PM 

• Remove all Poison Oak from Mountain Park Property. - 7/29/2018 1:13 PM 
• Generally, most of the area is very well maintained, some as listed above are not. - 7/28/2018 10:27 AM 
• There are a few areas where home owners do not maintain their property's edge in the back where it may be sloped 

& borders another street. I suspect that not every homeowner is aware of the responsibility they have to that part 
of their property. - 7/27/2018 1:26 PM 
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• I don't know how you can keep any of them up with an understaffed grounds crew. This is after talking directly to 
some of the remaining employees. - 7/27/2018 9:56 AM 

• All of the areas above require ongoing maintenance, so I don't see how any of them could be of no importance. - 
7/30/2018 2:12 PM 

• My arthritis the past few years have prevented me from using the trails however for many years they were one 
major reason for buying here and their safety is very important to this area and a draw for buyers. They are unique. 
The medians, the park grounds and clubhouse grounds sell this area to new comers faster than anything else… - 
7/26/2018 10:02 PM 

• The HOA got after me for patio lights now many of my neighbors have them! Unfair and unjust treatment! - 
7/26/2018 7:37 PM 

• RETURN THE LANDSCAPING ALONG STREETS AND DIVIDERS! - 7/26/2018 4:23 PM 
• It was sad to see our classic gold lettering on the monuments disappear and some replaced with the white logos we 

now see. The monument on the brick wall at Churchill Downs and McNary (south end) used to have a nice "Churchill 
Downs" on it....... now nothing. Did somebody forget that signage or it was too low on the budget to replace. We 
used to tell people visiting us, "Turn in at the brick wall with the gold letters saying Churchill Downs." - 7/26/2018 
3:58 PM 

• These questions seem repetitive. - 7/27/2018 8:03 PM 

Gratitude 
• To have quiet wooded areas to retreat to near me is why I live here. You have done a wonderful job in maintaining. - 

8/4/2018 6:23 AM 

• We love our trails! Other than the above-mentioned thorns on that one path, our maintenance crews are doing a 
great job! - 7/27/2018 7:07 PM 

• MPHOA currently does a fine job balancing these priorities. - 7/27/2018 4:38 AM 
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Q8 Are there other issues relating to common property that are of 
concern to you? Explain below: 

 
Common Property/Homeowner Property Boundaries 

• I would like to see a map of the common areas. Like I mentioned above, the area behind my place was designated 
Mountain Park common area when I moved in, but it is not contiguous to any other common area and nothing has 
been done to it. - 8/3/2018 5:10 PM 

• Lack of clarity regarding responsibility for areas, options, and how homeowners can help or influence outcome. - 
7/31/2018 12:36 PM 

• Off leash dog parks would be really nice. There are lots of people here with dogs. Clarification of responsibilities for 
common spaces adjacent to homeowners’ property. - 7/29/2018 3:18 PM 

• Home owner boundary lines and encroachment into common spaces. - 7/29/2018 12:51 PM 
• Years ago, common area in back of our property was carefully planted with rhododendrons (all with different bloom 

times to ensure color for several months of the year) and natural and native plants and weeds (not invasive) and 
maintained for thirty plus years. A new neighbor said no one was allowed to maintain or even pull weeds in that 
area, it was HIS property. For three years the area was allowed to go to thimbleberry, wild blackberry and other 
invasive weeds and rhododendrons that were not pruned are very overgrown and many more fragile and expensive 
have died. The hazelnut trees were filled with dead branches. It became a very dangerous fire hazard, especially 
around the Fourth of July. I recently found that if I had planted everything, I was allowed to maintain. It is now being 
cleaned up! The hazelnut trees have been pruned to take out all dead wood and other too dense wood that doesn't 
allow adequate water and air to reach the roots and to give space for new growth, rhododendrons will be pruned in 
early spring, a path has been created through the area to enjoy the color and because we are on an elevated 
property, all plants have a buildup of dirt around them on the lower side to allow a 'water catcher' that in the event 
of a heavy rainfall, it will prevent water from traveling down into the neighbors' property. Also, we are told we must 
remove a bridge we had built to allow access over a ditch that often kept large amounts of rainwater from drowning 
the property on the 'down' side of our property. We are given until October (I believe the letter said) to remove so 
we are attempting to make another access to the area. It may be necessary to remove a tree or some 
rhododendrons to accomplish same. We are working on it!! Again, I say: The maintenance men have plenty to do, 
why not allow common areas to be maintained by an owner if done properly? - 7/28/2018 10:27 AM 

• Just understanding exactly what is and isn’t common property. - 7/27/2018 8:03 PM 
• Defining responsibilities among MPHOA, Sub-HOAs and Property Owners. - 7/26/2018 3:53 PM 
• Unused common property should revert to adjacent home owners. We're maintaining those areas anyway. - 

7/26/2018 3:52 PM 

Noise/Light Pollution 
• I appreciate all that you do but would be grateful if the leaf blowers could be less noisy. Such equipment does exist. 

- 7/31/2018 12:32 PM 
• The new street lighting is way too bright. Looks like gas station lighting. There is nothing shielding the bare bulbs 

from the eye. Garish and a poor choice for this community. - 7/26/2018 4:05 PM 

Walking Paths/Trails/Roadways 
• Common property trails and parks should be improved for use by ageing and disabled HOA members. - 8/14/2018 

3:00 PM 
• We need benches along trails replaced and new ones added to improve usability by seniors and handicapped - 

8/4/2018 3:20 PM 
• Any path or area that might have safety issues would be at the top of my list. - 8/4/2018 12:53 PM 
• The paths are my favorite part of living in Mt. Park so I am happy to see the new paving and the effort to hold back 

the ivy. - 8/1/2018 11:02 PM 
• Removal of living shrubs and tree branches that intrude into walking paths should happen more frequently. - 

7/31/2018 10:36 AM 
• Trimming back vegetation near roadways to ensure vehicles can pass without damaging vegetation and vehicles. - 

7/30/2018 8:58 AM 
• Maybe some porta potties along the trails or in the parks. - 7/26/2018 4:35 PM 
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Dogs and Trash 
• Would like an off-leash dog park (with fence). - 8/6/2018 10:17 AM 
• There needs to be signage along common paths reminding pet owners that their pets must be on leashes per Lake 

Oswego statute. Oftentimes people let their allegedly "voice trained" dogs run free. The dogs run through private 
property and destroy landscaping. Furthermore, pet owners must take their pet's "debris" with them and not leave 
the bags along the trail to be picked up by the "dog debris bag fairy." - 7/30/2018 4:50 PM 

• I'd like to see more trash cans on common property to possibly reduce some of the trash that has become more 
common around the neighborhood. - 7/30/2018 2:12 PM 

• Off leash dog parks would be really nice. There are lots of people here with dogs. Clarification of responsibilities for 
common spaces adjacent to homeowners’ property. - 7/29/2018 3:18 PM 

• People who walk their dogs off leash and/or don’t clean up after them. - 7/28/2018 11:03 AM 

Other Residents/Other HOAs 
• All Mountain Park property, including home landscaping and condominium common areas, should be held to the 

same high standards. - 8/3/2018 7:34 PM 
• I love that MP is concerned with invasive plants and landscapes with natives. That is super important to me. I've 

done a lot of restoration work on the common property area behind my condo (removing invasives and planting 
natives) and would love for MP to encourage other homeowners to maintain their property and common property 
with native landscaping. - 8/3/2018 5:04 PM 

• Where to start...if a person were to drive around the neighborhood she would think that no one cares. I think what 
we have here is a mixture of things. Older residents who can no longer do yard work and they may not have money 
to hire the work done. Residents who just don't care how their property looks. Finally, an HOA without direction and 
stamina to rectify violations. - 8/3/2018 2:54 PM 

• Accountability is missing and there is a sense of disregarding the needs and desires of those who choose to live 
here. Going through Lake Oswego the common properties and homes are well maintained. Going into Mt Park it 
becomes obvious that pride in the community it lacking. - 8/2/2018 2:39 PM 

• Neighbors that get away with poor maintenance need to be warned and then fined. It brings down the livability of 
the neighborhood and drops value on homes that work hard to maintain the area. - 7/30/2018 11:44 AM 

• As above, I am concerned about poor landscape management of common area in the smaller, member HOAs. - 
7/27/2018 1:11 PM  

• We have become aware of possible use in common area to build a driveway for a nearby home. This is concerning 
that property the community pays for use of and care would be used for an individual’s property improvements or 
investment. - 7/27/2018 1:02 PM 

• The median in front of our home on Del Prado has had an ugly cone in front and now has us unfinished? Pole or post 
erected. Folks swing wide and do U-turns all day here which is troublesome and resident has turned us (and across 
neighbor) into city for parking on street in front of our home as they want a clearer area to swing wide and U-turn. It 
is residents like these and not the community maintenance which is leading us to move. We love the area and 
appreciate the upkeep on weeds, tree limbs, etc. and appreciate the playground for those of us without back yards 
suitable for playing. - 7/27/2018 3:09 AM 

• Patio lights see above. Your dumb rule needs to apply to everyone. - 7/26/2018 7:37 PM (Q7 - The HOA got after me 
for patio lights now many of my neighbors have them! Unfair and unjust treatment!) 

• Although it’s not about common property, I’m most concerned about neighbors not properly maintaining their 
yards.... weeds, neglect, trash bins not properly stored. - 7/26/2018 7:00 PM 

Wood Chips 
• Too. Many. Woodchips. - 8/ - 8/2018 9:48 AM 

General Landscaping 
• Keeping the landscape beautiful is an asset to all MP residents. - 7/31/2018 8:18 AM 
• It concerns me is that in some areas of the common property, particularly around the club house, is that no one 

really cares if it looks (or is) "cared for". - 7/27/2018 1:26 PM 
• I understand you have gone through a couple of changes of supervisors and were very slow to replace. I love 

Mountain Park but hate organizations that use the phrase "our budget won't allow it". - 7/27/2018 9:56 AM 
• The entrance area of Eagle Crest Drove off of Stevenson road is very unsightly. Shrubs planted years ago are very 

overgrown and into the trees. Wood chips placed overflow onto the sidewalk. - 7/27/2018 7:43 AM 
• Would prefer both sides of Jefferson Parkway to be maintained, not just one. - 7/27/2018 3:27 AM 
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• More frequent maintenance. - 7/26/2018 7:35 PM 
• Watering using existing irrigation systems previously installed when it is very hot needs improvement. - 7/26/2018 

5:21 PM 
• As much as possible try to avoid using harsh chemicals, herbicides and pesticides to protect the watercourses and 

the animals. - 7/26/2018 5:20 PM 

Green Space 
• Just some grassy areas need to be watered better because it's all dead grass - 8/3/2018 4:51 PM 
• It appears that there is a lack of upkeep on the green spaces which are currently with bark and planting. I was also 

very disappointed earlier this week to see that a landscape company has been hired to mow grass in green spaces. - 
7/26/2018 4:57 PM 

• I don't like the huge areas of wood chips where kids could be playing. My children enjoyed the parklike areas and we 
should let the next generation enjoy it too. - 7/26/2018 4:42 PM 

• Green space encroachment. - 7/26/2018 8:35 PM  

Invasives 
• See our comments on the Common Area along Hidalgo between Becket and Bolivar. - 8/10/2018 3:25 PM (Q4: The 

common area along Hidalgo between Becket and Bolivar is positively choked with weeds and ivy. The invasive weeds here make it very difficult to 
maintain home yards which abut this common area. The invasive weed puts out a long stem with a burr on the end which then spreads seeds all 
around. The invasive qualities of English ivy is well known. This area needs to be totally cleaned out.) 

• Keeping the suckers under control. - 8/6/2018 2:37 PM 
• I love that MP is concerned with invasive plants and landscapes with natives. That is super important to me. I've 

done a lot of restoration work on the common property area behind my condo (removing invasives and planting 
natives) and would love for MP to encourage other homeowners to maintain their property and common property 
with native landscaping. - 8/3/2018 5:04 PM 

• Invasive species in common areas. - 8/1/2018 3:50 PM 

Weeds 
• Not using herbicide is driving up costs for maintaining landscaped areas. Glyphosate, triclopyr, imazapyr and other 

low risk/toxicity products drastically reduce labor costs. Control of noxious weeds is made impossible by this 
misguided policy. This situation is analogues to building a deck using a screw driver because the electricity used to 
charge a cordless drill creates pollution. - 8/10/2018 1:06 PM 

• Weeds, wild plants on the pathways it could be landscape all over them. It would look cleaner, safe and beautiful. - 
8/4/2018 10:46 AM 

• Weeds showing everywhere. Has not looked as well kept up over the last 3 years. - 7/27/2018 3:10 PM 

Trees 
• We are now overdue for a significant wind storm here in our area; the probability now leans ever higher towards a 

significant damaging storm. It has been quite a while since the tree-felling Columbus Day Storm of the early sixties, 
so it would be wise to assess our tree canopy for possible property and life-threatening risks at this time. - 
7/29/2018 1:13 PM 

• Trees getting too tall and perhaps should be “topped”. - 7/27/2018 3:22 PM 
• Create safe walks and reduce traffic speeds. Remove dead trees. - 7/26/2018 9:28 PM 
• Tree maintenance on our lot that are in fact common property. - 7/26/2018 9:16 PM 
• Leaning dead trees. - 7/26/2018 9:12 PM 
• Trees that are allowed to grow and block our view. For 20 years I have been asking (and several times was told that 

it would be done) to plant shorter more attractive trees in the green space so the area would be attractive and our 
view would be maintained. - 7/26/2018 4:16 PM 

Traffic/Road Safety 
• Is having roads plowed during snow events a MPHOA is responsible for or the City of L.O.? If it's the former, I'd like 

to make sure MPHOA puts enough money aside each year so that main streets (like McNary and Kerr) are 
plowed/graveled/ice melt solution applied a couple of times during each snow event. It can be hard for people to 
get to work even with studded tires. - 8/8/2018 1:52 PM 

• A bike line or walking lane down Hidalgo St. should be established. The street is a main thoroughfare and the speed 
bumps do not do enough to slow down cars. People access this street at all hours to get to SW 49th/McNary 
Parkway. Mt Park is a walkable neighborhood but there are obvious areas missing sidewalks and walking lanes. 
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Hidalgo St absolutely should have one given how large it is - this will also slow cars down and make the road safer. A 
sidewalk along Jefferson Ave. should also be added for safety - people living at 1 Jefferson Parkway apartments and 
utilizing the bus for commuting should have a safer walk from the apartments to the bus. - 7/28/2018 9:15 AM 

• Very attractive plantings close to clubhouse and on important corners; streets with mid-road plantings are 
overgrown and reduce driving visibility. - 7/26/2018 11:18 PM 

• Create safe walks and reduce traffic speeds. Remove dead trees. - 7/26/2018 9:28 PM 

Tanglewood Park 
• I'm still puzzled as to the exact reasons such a large section of grass was taken out in the Touchstone common area 

and replaced by what is usually a pool of stagnant water. - 8/14/2018 7:11 PM 
• None other than concerns already mentioned regarding Tanglewood Park. - 8/14/2018 2:06 PM 
• Lack of communication about priorities and lack of transparency when projects are pitched to residents and then 

final project being totally different from agreed upon project (Tanglewood Park)! - 8/11/2018 11:58 AM 

Other 
• As the country song says, it's time for "a little less talk and a lot more action." - 8/8/2018 4:36 PM 
• Except for the leaves being blown right behind my yard I have no other concerns. I'm not familiar with all the areas 

you mention i.e. vistas and viewpoints but thanks to this survey I will start to pay more attention to our beautiful 
area that I may have been taking a bit for granted! - 8/7/2018 9:39 AM 

• In general, I'm concerned with management of the landscaping/common property budget and making sure our 
dollars are spent wisely. - 8/4/2018 8:24 AM 

• The rec center hours seem to be set for those who don’t work - 8/4/2018 6:23 AM 
• How is determined what properties are listed on the street signs? Some condos are listed, others are not. - 

8/3/2018 6:05 PM 
• HOA rules are not enforced. - 8/3/2018 4:59 PM 
• Many areas have ugly PGE utility boxes that do not blend in or are an eyesore in the communities. - 7/26/2018 4:00 

PM 

Gratitude 
• As noted above, Zsolt is making a huge difference. Sets priorities, and gets the crews to work (and works hard 

himself). - 8/11/2018 11:25 AM 
• Thank you for everything you're all doing to improve our community! We appreciate it. - 8/11/2018 12:06 AM 
• I found this survey very confusing. The first two questions were very similar and I'm not sure if I was consistent in my 

answers. In general things are going well and I appreciate the paving work on the trails. - 8/10/2018 2:29 PM 
• Thank you! - 8/7/2018 9:26 AM 
• Overall, I'm very happy with how common property looks. - 8/4/2018 1:51 PM 
• Can't find any issues at this point. - 7/28/2018 11:24 AM 
• Keep up the great work! - 7/27/2018 7:07 PM 
• None right now. Thanks for all you do. - 7/27/2018 7:13 AM 
• None - everything seems fine. - 7/27/2018 4:38 AM 
• The median in front of our home on Del Prado has had an ugly cone in front and now has us unfinished? Pole or post 

erected. Folks swing wide and do U-turns all day here which is troublesome and resident has turned us (and across 
neighbor) into city for parking on street in front of our home as they want a clearer area to swing wide and U-turn. It 
is residents like these and not the community maintenance which is leading us to move. We love the area and 
appreciate the upkeep on weeds, tree limbs, etc. and appreciate the playground for those of us without back yards 
suitable for playing. - 7/27/2018 3:09 AM 

• Very attractive plantings close to clubhouse and on important corners; streets with mid-road plantings are 
overgrown and reduce driving visibility. - 7/26/2018 11:18 PM 

• I appreciate how much you do with what you have. Thank you! - 7/26/2018 7:26 PM 
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Invasive Species—Best Management Practices  

 
Best Management Practices 

 
The following two documents were taken from the 4-County Cooperative Weed Management Area 
website and were provided by Columbia Gorge CWMA, King County Noxious Weed Control Program, 
and Jefferson County Noxious Weed Control Board. 
 
Since English ivy and Himalayan blackberry are the two invasive plants for which chemical herbicides 
are specifically recommended in this document, only BMPs for their removal have been included. 
 
While not included here, consultation of the City of Portland’s BMPs for nesting birds is also 
recommended as a valuable resource prior to application of any chemical pesticides. It is listed in the 
resource section and can be accessed at: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bes/index.cfm?a=322164 

 

Resources consulted 
 
Bennett, Max. “Managing Himalayan blackberry in western Oregon riparian areas.” Corvallis: Oregon State University 
Extension Service, 2007. 
  
Carey, Stephen, et al. “Risks of glyphosate use to federally threatened California red-legged frog (Rana aurora draytonii): 
pesticide effects determination.” Washington, D.C.: Environmental Fate and Effects Division, Office of Pesticide Programs, 
2008. 
  
Cooley, Justin, Invasive Species Program Coordinator, Yamhill Soil & Water Conservation District. Email correspondence, 
20-22 August 2018. 
  
Emanuel, Robert, Linda McMahan and Joy Jones. “Invasive species: what gardeners need to know.” Corvallis: Oregon 
State University Extension Service, 2011. 
  
Extension Service. “Invasive weeds in forest land: English ivy.” Corvallis: Oregon State University, 2008. 
  
Friends of the Earth Europe. “The environmental impacts of glyphosate.” Brussels: Friends of the Earth Europe, 2013. 
  
Goodridge, Jennifer, et al. “GardenSmart Oregon: a guide to non-invasive plants.” N.P.: Stop the Invasion campaign, 2008. 
  
MacKinnon, D. S. and B. Freedman. “Effects of silvicultural use of the herbicide glyphosate on breeding birds of 
regenerating clearcuts in Nova Scotia, Canada.” Journal of Applied Ecology, 30:3 (1993), p. 395-406. 
  
McMurray, S. T., et al. “Demography and condition of populations of white-footed mice (Peromyscus leucopus) in late and 
early successional habitats.” Journal of Mammalogy, 77:2 (1996), p.335-345. 
  
Native Plant Society of Oregon, Emerald Chapter. “Exotic gardening and landscaping plants invasive in native habitats of 
the southern Willamette Valley.” N.P.: Native Plant Society of Oregon, 2008. 
  
Newmaster, Steven G., F. Wayne Bell and Dale H. Vitt. “The effects of glyphosate and triclopyr on common bryophytes 
and lichens in northwestern Ontario.” Canadian Journal of Forest Research, 29:7 (Jul. 1999), p.1101-1111. 

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bes/index.cfm?a=322164
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Noxious Weed Control Program. Fact sheets for Clematis vitalba, Geranium robertianum, and Rubus armeniacus. Salem: 
Oregon Department of Agriculture, n.d. 
  
Ibid. “Noxious weed policy and classification system 2017.” Salem: Oregon Department of Agriculture, 2017. 
  
Perkins, Peggy J., Herman J. Boermans and Gerald R. Stephenson. “Toxicity of glyphosate and tricolpyr using the Frog 
Embryo Teratogenesis Assay—xenopus.” Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, 19:4 (2000), p.940-945. 
  
Santillo, David J., David M. Leslie, Jr. and Patrick W. Brown. “Responses of small mammals and habitat to glyphosate 
application on clearcuts.” Journal of Wildlife Management, 53:1 (Jan. 1989), p.164-172. 
  
Tu, Mandy, Callie Hurd and John M. Randall. “Weed control methods handbook: tools and techniques for use in natural 
areas.” http://tncweeds.ucdavis.edu: The Nature Conservancy, version: April 2001. 
 
 

Websites consulted 
 

4-County Cooperative Weed Management Area, www.4countycwma.org. 
  
Extoxnet (Extension Toxicology Network), http://pmep.cce.cornell.edu/profiles/extoxnet. 
  
Invasive Plant Atlas of the United States, www.invasiveplantatlas.org. 
  
Oregon State University Extension Service, www.extension.oregonstate.edu/pests-diseases/invasive-species. 
  
Oregon State University Extension Service, www.extension.oregonstate.edu/pests-diseases/pesticides. 
  
Oregon State Weed Board, www.oregon.gov/ODA/programs/Weeds/Pages/WeedBoard.aspx. 

 

  

http://tncweeds.ucdavis.edu/
http://www.4countycwma.org/
http://pmep.cce.cornell.edu/profiles/extoxnet
http://www.invasiveplantatlas.org/
http://www.extension.oregonstate.edu/pests-diseases/invasive-species
http://www.extension.oregonstate.edu/pests-diseases/pesticides
http://www.oregon.gov/ODA/programs/Weeds/Pages/WeedBoard.aspx
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Invasive Species—Comparison of Costs Associated with Different Types of Removal 

 
Comparison of costs associated with different types of removal 

 
 

Method of 
removal 

10% of acreage 
(14.2 acres) 

25% of acreage 
(35.5 acres) 

40% of acreage 
(56.8 acres) 

50% of acreage 
(71 acres) 

Chemical 
herbicidei 

$5,680 $14,200 $22,720 $28,400 

Contracted 
mechanicalii 

$17,750 $44,375 $71,000 $88,750 

Staff 
mechanicaliii 

$174,240 $433,100 $692,960 $866,200 

 
 
Explanatory information: 
i  This assumes application of a chemical herbicide by an outside contractor. Estimates were between 
$300 and $500 per acre so $400 has been used to calculate the total cost for varying percentages of 
invasive plant coverage on the 142 acres of common property open space. (If invasive plants cover 
10%, the cost would be….) 
ii   This is based on the estimate received in 2017 for mechanical removal of invasive plants in the 16 
acres that comprise Tanglewood Park, which calculated out to $1,250 per acre. 
iii  This is calculated based on the Landscape Steward’s estimate of an average $21 per hour wage 
(including benefits) for LSD staff and the known work hours it took four LSD staff to clear ivy from an 
approximately 600 square foot section of median in the Clubhouse parking lot in October 2018. Using 
these numbers, it would take roughly 580 hours to clear one acre, at a cost of nearly $12,200 per acre. 
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Invasive Species—Control Options for English Ivy and Himalayan Blackberry  

Control options for English ivy and Himalayan blackberry 
 
The following two documents were taken from the Oregon State University Extension Service website. 
They are also cited in the list of resources. For Himalayan blackberry control methods, see specifically 
Table 1 on page 8. 
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Invasive Species Initial Best Practice Research--Tryon Creek 

 
oh boy! More ivy input 

  
Wed, Jan 9, 2:23 PM (7 
days ago) 

 
 
  

  Hi All- 
I talked with a ranger in charge of remediation at Tryon Creek asking for their approach referencing use of chemicals on 
invasive species, specifically ivy / holly. 
 
Twenty years ago, they began removing ivy (w/o chemicals) but after 15 years found they were only able to maintain 
areas already cleared due to reoccurring infestation, minimal progress on new areas. They have three types of English ivy, 
with the variegated variety proving the least successful to hand pulling because it 'breaks.' 
 
Five years ago, they adopted Metros integrated (as did PDX) approach w/selected use of chemicals and have since had 
more success in progress over new areas. Majority of clearing is still done by hand by volunteers, w/cleared areas 
revisited every two-three years, (repeat chemical application is not used in those areas.) 
 
They see this as 'ongoing forever.' 
 
Chemical use limited too: 
   - priority is given to ivy covered trees due to ivy flowers/seeds at heights that spread over large areas easier 
   - steep slopes or hillsides too difficult for other methods (i.e. hand or mechanical removal) 
   - areas away from human contact that are a "sea of ivy" 
 
Chemicals applied under very specific guidelines: 
   - never near trails, sensitive lands or where humans come in contact 
   - use certified contractors only w/ an on-staff ranger licensed in herbicide application to oversee 
   - ivy; application limited to winter, cooler temperature months only, no treatments during spring nesting 
   - holly; stump treatment approach, year-round application, except nesting period 
 
So, similar to what is proposed in current Five (ten?) Year Master Plan. The ranger agreed it is a very controversial subject, 
there had been much discussion before adopting current plan but in end felt advantage of more ivy removal benefitted 
park in long run. Also, although the diversity of plants was not as high post chemical use, they have noticed a high return 
of trillium and waterleaf in treated areas within a "short period of time." They then supplement w/native plantings to 
increase diversity. 
 
Thanks to all for your patience on this matter. 
Kevin and I spent multiple days over rainy holidays hand removing heavy ivy behind our house. We now have a much 
better understanding of what is involved and what Zsolt is up against. I still prefer chemicals would not be used but am 
also realistic on level of success in severely infested areas w/o very controlled use of chemicals. 
 
Thanks again, 
See you tonight for CPC policies meeting. 
Barb Auburn 
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Urban forests 

Forest Structural Diversity  
This is an important habitat element found within the HOA. Ideally, at least from a habitat standpoint, a particular forest 
stand will include a mix of tree ages and sizes, some dead or dying standing snags in various states of decay, fallen logs 
and other woody debris, and a relatively diverse shrub and herb understory. This variability in cover and vegetative food 
sources maximizes the number of niches available to wildlife, including those species that serve as food for those higher 
on the ‘food chain.’ 

 
Nevertheless, the forested areas within the Mountain Park study area lack much of this idealized diversity. There are only 
a few standing snags, and where the understory is dominated by invasive species the area may be deprived of diverse 
native food sources. Since large old snags are typically an increasing feature of older mixed stands, no immediate natural 
remedies are available. 

 
Dead snags 

These in particular can provide high value as potential roost and nest sites for a variety of bird species. Canopy nesters 
likely to be found in Mountain Park include several species of woodpecker (i.e. hairy and downy woodpeckers, northern 
flicker), chickadees, and nuthatches, among others. In lieu of large dead snags, a potentially viable alternative is the 
installation of properly sized and sited nest boxes. 
Even more likely to be utilized successfully are ‘manmade’ snags created by intentionally girdling or topping less desirable 
non-native or potential hazard trees. Such ‘hazard’ trees may jeopardize trail users or nearby homes if noticeably diseased 
and/or leaning over a structure or trail. If confirmed as an imminent risk by a licensed arborist, a height modification (i.e. 
shortened to 30 feet or less) may be sufficient to mitigate the risk while at the same time keeping the tree in place as a 
wildlife snag. Any removed sections of tree can then be utilized in a nearby drainage way as a large woody debris feature. 

 
Large woody debris (LWD)  

This is another valuable habitat element that is typically scarce in natural areas that have been logged multiple times. By 
allowing wood to rot in place on the ground, the soil itself is enriched, while a variety of species (invertebrates as well as 
higher organisms like salamanders, birds, and small mammals) benefit. When left in streams, large wood can help 
moderate erosive forces from storm water runoff, while also providing organic matter inputs that can benefit fish and 
other aquatic species further downstream. 

 
Riparian forest elements.  

Since most drainages present within the HOA are limited to seasonal or intermittent streamflow, forested areas typically 
lack a distinct riparian ‘zone’ outside of a particular channel or narrow ravine. However, by providing thermal cover and 
adding organic inputs to flowing water, the forest over story can be crucial to organisms further downstream. In addition, 
the seasonal availability of nearby surface water is valuable to a variety of wildlife, since many would not utilize a 
particular forest stand without a reliable water supply. 
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Parks  

Nansen Summit @ Nansen Summit Neighborhood 
 
Location: On the top of Mt. Sylvania surrounded by Nansen Summit Drive 
Classification: Neighborhood park 
Area size: 1.54 acres 
Layout: Circular trail around the top encircling a Grassy area, planting beds. ADA accessible. 
Notable features:  

• 360 degrees of vista 
• Grassy area with ornamental and native plantings 
• Sits on a top of a reservoir 
• Site for an emergency VHF communication antenna 

 

Current state / Site assessment: 
 

  Condition Description 
Recreational 
Facilities 

Grassy area   
Ornamental planting 
beds 

Good  

Site Access Pathway Good Wide, steep trail with bollard across 
Loop trail around top, less steep walking 
trail from where? 

Stairs Good North end across 63 Nansen Summit 
Informational sign Fair North end across 63 Nansen Summit 

West end by the road split 
Site 
Furnishings 

Benches Good 2 
Garbage can Good 1 

Safety and 
Security 

Lights Good  

Irrigation Yes Good Control box across 15 Nansen Summit 
 

Neighborhoods Impacted:  
Nansen Summit  
 

Recommendations: 
Continuous: Invasive species removal, ornamental and native planting bed maintenance, lawn maintenance 
Immediate: Post signs about park hours and operational rules. 
Near future: Interview immediate residents about what improvements they want to see. 
When needed: Replacement of site furnishings  
Long range plan: Monitor and schedule paved trail replacement when necessary. Replant sections of ornamental beds as 
plants age. 
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Mountain Park Criteria 
Assets Safety and 

Accessibility 
Cost / 

Financial 
Time to Implement Member/ 

Neighborhood Impact 
Environmental 

Impact 
Compliance and 

Legal Impact 
Quality of 

Life impact 
Sustainability and 

Maintenance 
Grassy Area Safe and 

accessible 
In place NA High High NA High Medium 

Ornamental and 
Native Plantings 

        

Pathways Safe Replacement 
High 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low Low High Low 

Stairs Safe High Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low High High Low 

Informational Sign One  Low Immediate need High Low High High Low 
Site Furnishings Safe Low if needed Existing 

Replacement as needed 
High Low Low Medium Low 

Lights Yes High NA High High Medium High Low 

Mountain Park Priorities Nansen Summit 
Viewpoints & Vistas 360 degrees 
Habitats Habitat for birds and small mammals. 
Invasive Species Main invasive species is English ivy (Hedera helix) and annual weeds 
Irrigation Yes 
Monument and Signage No monument is associated with this park. One sign on site, additional signage would be necessary. 
Open Spaces Open spaces and corridors along the flanks of Mt. Sylvania, trails.  
Parks & Playgrounds No playground on site. 
Sensitive Lands Not designated as an environmentally sensitive area. 
Trails & Pathways Trails are wide and in good condition 
Urban Forest NA. Trees below Summit might affect vista. Replant accordingly 
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Icarus Loop Park @ Walking Woods Neighborhood 
 
Location: Natural area between Walking Woods Drive and Icarus Loop. Open space connecting it to the Kerr natural area.  
Classification: Neighborhood mini park 
Area size: 0.2 acres 
Layout: Small Grassy area and few planting beds. 
Notable features:  
• Quiet natural area with bench and trash receptacle  
• Stream corridor 

 
Current state / Site assessment: 

 
  Condition Description 
Recreational 
Facilities 

Grassy area Average Drought tolerant meadow mix 
Ornamental planting 
beds 

Poor Overgrown 

Site Access Pathway NA  
Informational sign none 

 

Site Furnishings Bench Good 1 
Garbage can Good 1 

 
 
 
 
Neighborhoods Impacted:  

Difficult access from different neighborhoods. Only impacts one neighborhood. 
Primary impact: Walking Woods 
 
 

Recommendations: 
Continuous: Invasive species removal, tree evaluation 
Immediate: Post signs about park hours and operational rules.  
Near future: Interview immediate residents about what improvements they want to see. 
Long range plan: Tree plantings 
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Mountain Park Criteria 
Assets Safety and 

Accessibility 
Cost / 

Financial 
Time to Implement Member / 

Neighborhood impact 
Environmental 

Impact 
Compliance and 

Legal Impact 
Quality of life 

impact 
Sustainability 

and Maintenance 
Grassy Area Safe, accessible In place Short range High, reduces runoff High, run off 

reduction 
NA High High 

Ornamental 
Planting Beds 

Outdated, 
overgrown 

Replacement 
High 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low High High High 

Pathway NA        
Stairs NA        
Informational 
Sign 

None Low Immediate need High Low High High Low 

Site Furnishings Safe Low if 
needed 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low Low Medium Low 

Lights NA High Long range, if needed High High Medium High Medium 

Mountain Park Priorities Icarus Loop 
Viewpoints & Vistas No viewpoints or vistas in the park. No implementation needed. 
Habitats Habitat for birds, small and medium sized mammals. Year-round streams might support fish and other aquatic creatures. Connects via green 

corridor to Kerr open space and part of a wildlife corridor. 
Invasive Species The park in section is overgrown with invasive species. Major offenders are English ivy (Hedera helix), English holly (Ilex aquifolium), Himalayan 

blackberry (Rubus armeniacus, R. discolor, R. procerus), Herb Robert (Geranium robertianum) and others 
Irrigation No irrigation in the park.  
Monument and Signage No monument is associated with this park. Closest monument is at Walking Woods / Stephenson. Signage is recommended about park rules, 

regulations and open hours. 
Open Spaces Small open space around the Loop. 
Parks & Playgrounds No playground in the park. 
Sensitive Lands Big section of Icarus Loop is designated as environmentally sensitive area.  
Trails & Pathways NA 
Urban Forest Trees are good to average to failing health. This would be a good site for forest rejuvenation. 
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Filbert Orchard @ Kingsgate / Cervantes Neighborhood 
 
Location: Located between Kingsgate, Aquinas and Galen streets 
Classification: Neighborhood park 
Area size: 1.45 acres  
Layout: A well-hidden gem featuring lawns and a mature Filbert orchard in a quiet setting. ADA accessible. 
Notable features:  

• Trails 
• Well paved path. Flat and smooth, good access for strollers and wheelchairs. 
• Easy access from Aquinas and Galen streets 
• Established filberts 
• Fruit Trees along path 
• Grassy area 
• Mature native plantings along the trails  

Current state / Site assessment 
 

  Condition Description 
Recreational 
Facilities 

Grassy field Average  
   

Site Access Pathway Good 
Poor 

Wide trail between Aquinas and Galen 
Loop trail around orchard 

Stairs NA  
Informational sign None  

Site Furnishing Garbage can NA  
Safety and 
Security 

Lights NA  

Irrigation Yes Average Multiple box locations along east border 
 
 

Neighborhoods Impacted:  
It is a hidden gem, really only has impact on immediate neighbors and by extension one neighborhood - Cellini/Jefferson 
 

Recommendations: 
Continuous: Invasive species removal, prune and restore filbert trees, maintain perimeter plantings. 
Immediate: Post signs about park hours and operational rules.  
Near future: Interview immediate residents about what improvements they want to see. Adding site furnishing. 
Long range plan: Explore the option of building a playground, landscape lighting. Possibly add new plantings. 
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Mountain Park Criteria 
Assets Safety and 

Accessibility 
Cost / 

Financial 
Time to Implement Member/ 

Neighborhood 
Impact 

Environmental 
Impact 

Compliance and 
Legal Impact 

Quality of life 
impact 

Sustainability and 
Maintenance 

Grassy Area Safe In place Short range High, reduces runoff Low NA High Low 
Ornamental 
Planting Beds 

Safe, outdated Replacement 
High 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Medium High for 
playground 
safety 

High for 
families 

Low 

Pathway Safe Replacement 
High 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Medium Low High Low 

Stairs NA        
Informational 
Sign 

None Low Immediate need High Low High High Low 

Site Furnishings Safe Low if 
needed 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low Low Medium Low 

Lights NA High Long range, if needed High High Medium High Medium 

Mountain Park Priorities Filbert Orchard 
Viewpoints & Vistas No viewpoints or vistas in the park. No implementation needed. 
Habitats Habitat for birds, small mammals. 
Invasive Species Filbert orchard invasive species are manageable. There are English ivy (Hedera helix), English holly (Ilex aquifolium), Himalayan blackberry (Rubus 

armeniacus, R. discolor, R. procerus) in places. 
Irrigation Lawn is not irrigated. There is irrigation system along the eastern border of the park watering planting beds. 
Monument and Signage No monument is associated with this park. Signage is recommended about park rules, regulations and open hours. 
Open Spaces Open space intertwined with filbert trees. 
Parks & Playgrounds No playground in the park. 
Sensitive Lands This park is not designated as environmentally sensitive areas. 
Trails & Pathways Major trail running north to south is wide and good condition, perimeter trail needs replacement.  
Urban Forest NA. Filbert trees is rows. 
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Gutman Park @ Tanglewood Neighborhood 
 
Location: Located between Independence, Jefferson Pkwy and Mountain Park Church 
Classification: Neighborhood park 
Area size: 2.75 acres  
Layout: The closest park to the Clubhouse. Trails connect to the Tanglewood trail system. Part of the Tanglewood Park 
system. ADA accessible. 
Notable features:  

• Parking lot 
• Easy access to the Clubhouse 
• Tennis courts 
• Large Grassy area 

 
Current state / Site assessment: 

 
  Condition Description 
Recreational 
Facilities 

Large grassy field Average Irrigated 
Tennis courts Good Open: spring through fall  

Site Access Pathway Poor Wide trail 
Entrances: Jefferson Pkwy (stairs) 
Access via parking lot at Jefferson 
Access via stairs on Independence (to tennis 
courts) 
From Clubhouse via tunnel under Independence 

Stairs Average Access Jefferson Parkway – Mountain Park 
Church 
Access at Independence – wooden railing 

Informational sign None  
Site Furnishing Garbage can Good 1 
Safety and 
Security 

Lights Good  

Irrigation Yes Average Water line is from Clubhouse. Multiple box 
locations. See irrigation appendix. 

 
 

Neighborhoods Impacted:  
With its close proximity to the Clubhouse and to the largest park it has an effect on all neighborhoods. 
Primary impact: Tanglewood 
Secondary impact: Parkridge/Greenridge Triangle, Cellini/Jefferson, Eagle Crest, Tanglewood,               
Kingsgate/Cervantes, Nansen Summit, Walking Woods 
 

Recommendations: 
Continuous: Invasive species removal, ornamental and native planting bed maintenance, lawn maintenance,  
irrigation management and maintenance. 
Immediate: Post signs about park hours and operational rules. 
Near future: Repave trails and create access point from Jefferson Parkway. Interview MPHOA residents about   
what improvements they want to see. 
Long range plan: Add playground, add site furnishings. Replant sections of ornamental beds as plants age. 
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Mountain Park Criteria 
Assets Safety and 

Accessibility 
Cost / 

Financial 
Time to Implement Member / 

Neighborhood impact 
Environmental 

Impact 
Compliance and 

Legal Impact 
Quality of 
life impact 

Sustainability 
and Maintenance 

Grassy Area Safe and 
accessible 

In place NA High High NA High Medium 

Tennis Courts 
 

Safe, fenced in, 
keyed access 

NA NA High Low Medium Medium High 

Pathways Safe, accessible Replacement 
High 

Existing 
Replacement soon 

High High High High Low 

Stairs Safe High Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low High High Low 

Informational 
Sign 

One  Low Immediate need High Low High High Low 

Site 
Furnishings 

Safe Low if 
needed 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low Low Medium Low 

Lights Yes High NA High High Medium High Low 

Mountain Park Priorities Gutman Park 
Viewpoints & Vistas No viewpoints or vista 
Habitats Habitat for birds and small mammals, extension of Tanglewood Park 
Invasive Species English ivy (Hedera helix), English holly (Ilex aquifolium), Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus, R. discolor, R. procerus) and annual weeds 
Irrigation Yes, control boxes along independence and Jefferson Parkway 
Monument and Signage No monument is associated with this park. One sign on site, additional signage would be necessary. 
Open Spaces Contiguous green space, park and trails.  
Parks & Playgrounds No playground on site. 
Sensitive Lands This park is not designated as an environmentally sensitive area. 
Trails & Pathways Trails are in a need of replacement. 
Urban Forest Aging forest, replant accordingly 
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Tanglewood Park @ Tanglewood Neighborhood 
 
Location: Centrally located in Mountain Park, the largest contiguous park within the HOA. Located between McNary Pkwy 
to the east and north, Kerr to the south, Jefferson Pkwy and Independence Avenue to the west. The park has distinct and 
different areas featuring mixed coniferous / deciduous forests, thickets of native vegetation, open spaces and large Grassy 
areas, complex trail system, Monticello, Springbrook and Independence tributaries and a storm water management 
system. ADA accessible. 
Classification: Neighborhood park 
Area size: 29.31 acres 
Layout: Bordering   
Notable features:  

• Forests 
• Grassy fields 
• Streams 
• Trails 

 
Current state / Site assessment: 

 
  Condition Description 
Recreational 
Facilities 

Grassy area Average - Good  
Ornamental 
planting beds 

Good  

Site Access Pathway Poor 
Average 
Very Good 
Good 

Wide, steep trails connecting the Clubhouse to 
Preakness 
From Kerr and Independence towards the center 
of the Park 
Gress towards Preakness 
Tanglewood drive towards the center of the Park 

Stairs Average Access between 45/ 47 Tanglewood drive dirt 
trail 

Informational sign Very good New signs in 2018 about bioswale. Needs park 
and trail rules. 

Site Furnishings Benches Average 2 
Garbage can Good 1 

Safety and 
Security 

Lights NA  

Irrigation No NA  
 

Neighborhoods Impacted:  
As the largest park with the most extensive trail system it has impact on many neighborhoods. 
Primary impact: Tanglewood, Parkridge/Greenridge Triangle, Cellini/Jefferson 
Secondary impact: Eagle Crest, Touchstone, Kingsgate/Cervantes 
Tertiary impact: Nansen Summit, Walking Woods 
 

Recommendations: 
Continuous: Continue working on invasive species removal, bioswale mitigation, reforestation and canopy renewal. 
Immediate: Signage about park hours and operational rules.  
Near future: Interview immediate residents about what improvements they want to see. 
Long range plan: Explore the possibility of landscape lights. New plan to mitigate hard-to-remove invasives (ivy).  
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Mountain Park Criteria 
Assets Safety and 

Accessibility 
Cost / Financial Time to 

Implement 
Member / 

Neighborhood 
impact 

Environmental 
Impact 

Compliance 
and Legal 

Impact 

Quality of life 
impact 

Sustainability 
and 

Maintenance 
Grassy area Large and Safe In place Short range High High High High High 
Ornamental 
Planting Beds 

Safe, Low Existing 
Replacement 
as needed 

High Low Low High Low 

Pathway Safe Replacement 
High 

Existing 
Replacement 
as needed 

High Low Low High Low 

Stairs Medium, some 
needs replacement  

Medium Existing 
Replacement 
as needed 

High Low High High Low 

Informational 
sign 

Some, more 
needed 

Low Immediate 
need 

High Low High High Low 

Site Furnishings Benches, Safe Low if needed Existing 
Additional 
needed 

High Low Low Medium Low 

Lights NA High Long range, 
if needed 

High High Medium High Medium 

Mountain Park 
Priorities 

Tanglewood Park 

Viewpoints & Vistas No viewpoints or vistas in the park. No implementation needed. 
Habitats Largest park, habitat for birds, small and medium sized mammals. Seasonal and year-round streams. (might support fish and other aquatic 

creatures) and amphibians! 
Invasive Species The park is overgrown with invasive species. Major offenders are English ivy (Hedera helix), English holly (Ilex aquifolium), Himalayan blackberry 

(Rubus armeniacus, R. discolor, R. procerus), Herb Robert (Geranium robertianum) and others 
Irrigation No irrigation in the park.  
Monument and 
Signage 

No monument is associated with this park. Signage around the Tanglewood   Additional signage is recommended about park rules, regulations and 
open hours. 

Open Spaces Multiple large open spaces around Kerr reservoir and Tanglewood bioswale. 
Parks & Playgrounds No playground in the park. 
Sensitive Lands Big sections of Tanglewood park are designated as environmentally sensitive areas. Signage concerning this situation 
Trails & Pathways Trails are differing in width and conditions. See Appendix.  
Urban Forest Trees are good to average to failing health. This would be a good site for forest rejuvenation. 
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Preakness Park @ Tanglewood Neighborhood 
 
Location: Off Preakness Ct. between Preakness and the Springbrook Creek tributary  
Classification: Neighborhood mini park 
Area size: 0.3 acres 
Layout: Small Grassy area and ornamental planting beds. ADA accessible. 
Notable features:  
• Easy access to the Tanglewood trail system 
• Culverts and historic retaining walks over Monticello and Springbrook tributaries  
• Small parking area 

Current state / Site assessment: 
 

  Condition Description 
Recreational 
Facilities 

Grassy area Average Drought tolerant meadow mix 
Ornamental 
planting beds 

Good  

Site Access Pathway Very good Wide trail from Tanglewood 
   
Informational sign none North end across 63 Nansen Summit 

West end by the road split 
Site Furnishings Benches Good 2 

Garbage can Good 1 
 

Neighborhoods Impacted:  
This small park connects to the largest park with the most extensive trail system in Mountain Park. 
Primary impact: Tanglewood, Parkridge/Greenridge Triangle, Eagle Crest  
Secondary impact: Cellini/Jefferson, Touchstone, Kingsgate/Cervantes 
Tertiary impact: Nansen Summit, Walking Woods 
 

Recommendations 
Continuous: Invasive species removal 
Immediate: Post signs about park hours and operational rules. 
Near future: Add a natural playground. Interview immediate residents about what improvements they want to see. 
When needed: Site furnishings 
Long range plan: Explore the possibility of landscape lights in the park 
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Mountain Park Criteria 
Assets Safety and 

Accessibility 
Cost / Financial Time to Implement Member / 

Neighborhood impact 
Environmental 

Impact 
Compliance and 

Legal Impact 
Quality of 
life impact 

Sustainability and 
Maintenance 

Grassy Area Safe. 
Meadow mix 

In place Short range High High NA High Medium 

Ornamental 
Plantings 

Safe Replacement 
High 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Medium Low  Low 

Pathway Safe Replacement 
High 

Replacement as needed High Low Low High Low 

Culverts and 
Bridges 

Safe Replacement  
High 

NA High High Low High Low 

Informational 
Sign 

None Low Immediate need High Low High High Low 

Site Furnishings Safe Low if needed Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low Low Medium Low 

Lights NA High Long range, if needed High High Medium High Medium 

Mountain Park Priorities Preakness Park 
Viewpoints & Vistas No viewpoints or vistas in the park. No implementation needed. 
Habitats As part of the Tanglewood Park complex it is a habitat for birds and mammals. Monticello tributary supports aquatic species. 
Invasive Species English ivy (Hedera helix), English holly (Ilex aquifolium), Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus, R. discolor, R. procerus), Traveler’s joy clematis 

(Clematis vitalba) and Herb Robert (Geranium robertianum) and others 
Irrigation No irrigation in the park.  
Monument and Signage No monument is associated with this park. Signage would be necessary. 
Open Spaces No open space. 
Parks & Playgrounds No playground. 
Sensitive Lands Designated as an environmentally sensitive area. 
Trails & Pathways Trails are wide and in good condition 
Urban Forest Trees are good to average to poor health  
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Gress Park @ Tanglewood Neighborhood 
 
Location: Located between Tanglewood Drive and McNary Pkwy along the shores of Springbrook Creek. 
Classification: Neighborhood mini park 
Area size: 0.16 acres  
Layout: The smallest park in Mountain Park. Trails connect to the Tanglewood trail system. ADA accessible. 
Notable features:  
• Playground 
• Trail access to Greenridge, Cirque, Tanglewood, and Churchill Downs 
• Springbrook creek runs along it. 

Current state / Site assessment: 
 
  Condition Description 
Recreational 
Facilities 

Small Grassy area Average  
Playground Average  

Site Access Pathway Very good Wide trail 
Entrances: McNary Parkway paved access 

Stairs Average Access between 45/ 47 Tanglewood drive unpaved 
trail 

Informational sign Poor  
Site Furnishings Benches Good - Poor 2 
Site Furnishings Garbage can Good 1    

 
 
 
Neighborhoods Impacted:  

Tanglewood, Parkridge/Greenridge Triangle 
 

Recommendations 
Continuous: Invasive species removal 
Immediate: Post signs about park hours and operational rules. 
Near future: Interview immediate residents about what improvements they want to see. 
When needed: Playground replacement, tree plantings 
Long range plan: Explore the option of lights in the park if necessary 
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Mountain Park Criteria 
Assets Safety and 

Accessibility 
Cost / 

Financial 
Time to Implement Member / 

Neighborhood impact 
Environmental 

Impact 
Compliance 

and Legal 
Impact 

Quality of 
life impact 

Sustainability and 
Maintenance 

Grassy Area Small, Safe In place Short range High High, run off 
reduction 

NA High High 

Playground Safe, 
outdated 

Replacement 
High 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low High, 
playground 
safety 

High for 
families 

Low 

Pathway Safe, New Replacement 
High 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low Low High Low 

Stairs Safe High Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low High High Low 

Informational 
Sign 

Only one,  Low Immediate need High Low High High Low 

Site Furnishings Safe Low if needed Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low Low Medium Low 

Lights NA High Long range, if needed High High Medium High Medium 
 

Mountain Park Priorities Gress Park 
Viewpoints & Vistas No viewpoints or vistas in the park. No implementation needed. 
Habitats Habitat for birds and small to medium mammals, and aquatic species in Springbrook creek. 
Invasive Species English ivy (Hedera helix), English holly (Ilex aquifolium), Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus, R. discolor, R. procerus) and Creeping 

buttercup (Ranunculus repens). + Hawthorne. 
Irrigation No irrigation in the park.  
Monument and Signage No monument is associated with this park. Signage would be necessary. 
Open Spaces Open space between Cirque and McNary. 
Parks & Playgrounds Playground is low key, outdated but safe. 
Sensitive Lands Designated as an environmentally sensitive area 
Trails & Pathways Trails are wide and in good condition 
Urban Forest Trees are good to average to poor health, forest rejuvenation necessary. 
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Cellini Park @ Cellini / Jefferson Neighborhood 
 
Location: Surrounded by Del Prado, DaVinci, and Cellini streets. 
Classification: Neighborhood park 
Area size: 3.12 acres  
Layout: Heavily wooded secluded park with multiple trails, small playground, and rain gardens. ADA accessible. 
Notable features:  
• Easy access from different streets 
• Picnic tables 
• Small playground 
• Shady location 

 
Current state / Site assessment: 

 
  Condition Description 
Recreational 
Facilities 

Raingarden Good Small raingarden to reduce seasonal runoff 
Playground Average Swing set and chin up bar 

Site Access Pathway Very good Wide trails with multiple access points 
Entrances between 131 /129 Del Prado (bollard) 
and 21 /29 Del Prado (stairs) 
Entrance between 6 Cellini and 16 Cellini Ct. 
(bollard) 
Entrance between 2 Cellini and 12 Da Vinci 
(bollard) 

Stairs Very good Access 21 / 29 Del Prado 
Informational sign None  

Site Furnishings Picnic table Average 1 
Bench Good 1 
Garbage can Good 1 

Irrigation No 
  

Lights No   
 
 

Neighborhoods Impacted:  
Cellini/Jefferson  
 

Recommendations: 
Continuous: Invasive species removal, tree maintenance and renewal 
Immediate: Post signs about park hours and operational rules. 
Near future: Interview immediate residents about what improvements they want to see. 
When needed: Playground replacement. 
Long range plan: Monitor and schedule paved trail replacement when necessary. Explore the possibility of landscape 
lights in the park 
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Mountain Park Criteria 
Assets Safety and 

Accessibility 
Cost / 

Financial 
Time to Implement Member / 

Neighborhood impact 
Environmental 

Impact 
Compliance and 

Legal Impact 
Quality of life 

impact 
Sustainability and 

Maintenance 
Raingarden Only 

seasonal, safe 
In place Short range High, reduces runoff High, run off 

reduction 
NA High Low 

Playground Safe, 
outdated 

Replacement 
High 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low High for 
playground safety 

High for 
families 

Low 

Pathway Safe Replacement 
High 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low Low High Low 

Stairs Safe High Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low High High Low 

Informational 
Sign 

None Low Immediate need High Low High High Low 

Site 
Furnishings 

Safe Low if 
needed 

Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low Low Medium Low 

Lights NA High Long range, if needed High High Medium High Medium 

Mountain Park Priorities Cellini Park 
Viewpoints & Vistas No viewpoints or vistas in the park. No implementation needed. 
Habitats Habitat for birds and small mammals. 
Invasive Species English ivy (Hedera helix), English holly (Ilex aquifolium), Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus, R. discolor, R. procerus), Traveler’s joy clematis 

(Clematis vitalba) and Herb Robert (Geranium robertianum) and others 
Irrigation No irrigation in the park.  
Monument and Signage No monument is associated with this park. Signage would be necessary. 
Open Spaces No open space. 
Parks & Playgrounds Playground is low key, outdated but safe. 
Sensitive Lands Not designated as an environmentally sensitive area. 
Trails & Pathways Trails are wide and in good condition 
Urban Forest Trees are good to average health,  
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Touchstone Park @ Touchstone Neighborhood 
 
Location: Surrounded by Hotspur, Othello, and Touchstone streets located on the southernmost region of Mountain Park 
Classification: Neighborhood park 
Area size: 4.4 acres 
Layout: Largest contiguous lawn area in Mountain Park, 20 neighboring private properties. Playground and multiple 
access points. Large mature evergreen and deciduous trees, insignificant ornamental plantings. ADA accessible. 
Notable features:  
• Easy access from different streets 
• Large lawn 
• Picnic tables 
• Playground 
• Assorted specimen trees 

Current state / Site assessment: 
 
  Condition Description 
Recreational 
Facilities 

Grassy area Good  
Ornamental planting 
beds 

Average Along perimeter between common and private 
property 

Playground Average  
Site Access Pathway Good Wide trail contouring Touchstone: entrances 

between 22 Othello / 51 Touchstone and 71 / 73 
Touchstone (bollards both ends) 
Limited width access trail entrance at Othello and 
Hotspur 
Limited width and stair access via between 57 and 
59 Touchstone 

Stairs Good Access between 57 and 59 Touchstone 
Informational sign Poor Between 22 Othello / 51 Touchstone and 

Site Furnishings Benches Average 3 
Garbage can Good 1 

Safety and Security Lights Good  
Irrigation Yes Good Control box at 51 Touchstone 
 

Neighborhoods Impacted:  
Largest open grassy park in Mountain Park, however because no trails connecting it to any other park easy access is 
limited to neighborhood residences. 
Primary impact: Touchstone 
Secondary impact: Parkridge/Greenridge Triangle, Cellini/Jefferson, Eagle Crest, Tanglewood, Kingsgate/Cervantes, 
Nansen Summit, Walking Woods 
 

Recommendations: 
Continuous: Invasive species removal, ornamental and native planting bed maintenance, lawn maintenance, irrigation 
management and maintenance. 
Immediate: Post signs about park hours and operational rules. 
Near future: Interview MPHOA residents about what improvements they want to see. 
Long range plan: Add loop trail, replace playground, add site furnishings. Replant sections of ornamental beds as plants 
age.  
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Mountain Park Criteria 

Assets Safety and 
Accessibility 

Cost / Financial Time to Implement Member / 
Neighborhood impact 

Environmental 
Impact 

Compliance and 
Legal Impact 

Quality of 
life impact 

Sustainability 
and Maintenance 

Grassy Area Safe and 
accessible 

In place NA High High NA High Medium 

Playground 
 

Safe NA NA High Low Medium Medium High 

Pathways Safe, 
accessible 

Replacement 
High 

As needed High High High High Low 

Stairs Safe High Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low High High Low 

Informational 
Sign 

NA  Low Immediate need High Low High High Low 

Site 
Furnishings 

Safe Low, if needed Existing 
Replacement as needed 

High Low Low Medium Low 

Lights Yes High NA High High Medium High Low 

Mountain Park Priorities Touchstone Park 
Viewpoints & Vistas No viewpoints or vista 
Habitats Park is surrounded by residences. Habitat for birds and small mammals. 
Invasive Species English ivy (Hedera helix), English holly (Ilex aquifolium), Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus, R. discolor, R. procerus) and annual weeds 
Irrigation Yes, control box at 51 Touchstone 
Monument and Signage No monument is associated with this park. One sign on site, additional signage would be necessary. 
Open Spaces NA, park and trails.  
Parks & Playgrounds On site, safe but outdated. 
Sensitive Lands This park is not designated as an environmentally sensitive area. 
Trails & Pathways Trails are in a good condition 
Urban Forest NA , individual specimen trees 
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Appendix K 
 

 

Trails  

 
Existing Conditions 

The existing trails in Mountain Park include off-street asphalt paths, concrete sidewalks, and wood chip trails.  
 

Trail Surfaces 
There are three trail surfaces in Mountain Park, they include, paved asphalt, paved concrete and wood chips. Most of 
the trails are paved with asphalt and these include the highest use trails. The few concrete trails are really narrow 
sidewalks that provide connectivity along roadways between the asphalt trails. There are also some wood chip trails 
dispersed throughout the system. On gradual slopes, chipped paths may be ideal to use in certain areas. 

 
Improvements and Connectivity 

Overall pedestrian and bicycle travel and safety could be improved by working with Lake Oswego City. Coordinating 
connections to Mountain Park trails, installing pedestrian cross walks, reducing speeds and including sidewalks and 
bicycle facilities as roads are repaved and restriped. 
 

Signs 

Identity/Way-finding 
Way-finding information directing users to destinations in and around the community should be installed at the 
beginning of trails and at junctions of trails. This may take the form of an overall area map, specific independent 
directional signs or both. The signs should have a design that matches the overall design theme of the community. 
Notable destinations include: nearby shopping, schools, parks, the recreation center, and the church. 
 

Regulatory 
Regulatory signs should state the rules and regulations associated with use of the trails. Typical regulations include: 
hours of operation, trail etiquette, emergency and maintenance contact numbers. These should be placed near the 
primary entrances to the trail network. 

 
Management and Maintenance Strategies 

Proper trail maintenance must be provided or the functionality of facilities of the Mountain Park trail system will be 
negatively impacted. The following recommendations pertain to an asphalt trail surface. 

 
Trail Maintenance 

Effective trail maintenance is critical to the overall success and safety of any trail system. Maintenance activities 
typically include: pavement stabilization, landscape maintenance, facility upkeep, sign replacement, mowing, litter 
removal and painting. A successful maintenance program requires continuity and often involves a high level of citizen 
participation. Routine maintenance on a year-round basis will not only improve trail safety, but will also prolong the life 
of the trail. The benefits of a good maintenance program are far-reaching, including: 

 
• A high standard of maintenance is an effective advertisement to promote the trail as a local and regional 

recreational resource. Additional resources would need to be available for this.  
• If resident groups want to take on parts of the trail monitoring and maintenance that would be great. 

Neighborhood group maintenance should send Mt Park staff an email or a call about branches on a trail or other 
concerns. Neighborhood maintenance collecting branches making piles and letting staff know where to pick up 
(once a week) would be a good maintenance effort with low costs. 

• Good maintenance can be an effective deterrent to vandalism, litter, and encroachments. 
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• A regular maintenance routine is necessary to preserve positive public relations between the adjacent land 
owners and managing agency. 

• Good maintenance can make enforcement of regulations on the trail more efficient. Local clubs and interest 
groups will take pride in “their” trail and will be more apt to assist in protection of the trail. 

• A proactive maintenance policy will help improve safety along the trail. 
 

Ongoing Maintenance: 
Ongoing trail maintenance likely includes some, if not all, of the following activities: 
 

Vegetation 
In some areas but not all, visibility between plantings at trailside should be maintained so as to avoid creating the 
feeling of an enclosed space. Access for equipment, species along the trail and other variables will limit this effort.  
Clearing would give trail users good, clear views of their surroundings, which enhances the aesthetic experience of trail 
users.  
 
Under-story vegetation within the trail right- of- way should not be allowed to grow higher than 36 inches and should 
be two feet away from the trail edge. Trees species selection and placement should be made which minimize vegetative 
litter on the trail as well as root uplifting of pavement. Vertical clearance along the trail should be periodically checked, 
and any overhanging branches over the trail should be pruned to a minimum vertical clearance of 10 feet.  
 
Basic measures should be taken to protect the trail investment. This includes (where feasible) a bi-annual mowing along 
both sides of the trail to prevent invasion of plants into the pavement and shoulder areas. Trails shoulders are too steep 
for mowers in many places. The recommended time of year for mowing is fall and spring. Wherever possible, vegetation 
control should be accomplished by mechanical means or hand labor. Some species may require spot application of 
state-approved herbicide but this may be too little too late in many locations. 
 
See Invasive Species section. 

 
Surfacing 

Asphalt is the recommended surface material for the Mountain Park trail system. Cracks, ruts and water damage will 
need to be repaired periodically. Gravel or crushed rocks may be preferable in sensitive land areas, where there are 
drainage issues also in difficult areas to pave due to plants, grade or access for equipment. 
 
Where drainage problems exist along the trail, ditches and drainage structures will need to be kept clear of debris to 
prevent wash outs along the trail and maintain positive drainage flow. Checks for erosion along the trail should be made 
during the wet season, and immediately after any storm that brings flooding to the local area. 

 
The ideal trail width for trails in Mountain Park should be 6 to 10 feet. Ideal clearance for safe use of trails includes a 10-foot 
vertical clearance and 2 feet on both sides of the trail.  
 
The trail surface should be kept free of debris, especially broken glass and other sharp objects, loose gravel, leaves and 
stray branches. Trail surfaces should be swept periodically. Soft shoulders should be well maintained to maximize their 
usability. 

 
Litter and Illegal Dumping 

Staff or volunteers should remove litter along the trail. Litter receptacles should be placed at access points such as 
trailheads. 
 
Illegal dumping should be controlled by vehicle barriers (bollards), regulatory signage and fines as much as possible. 
When it does occur, it should be removed as soon as possible in order to prevent further dumping. Neighborhood 
volunteers, friend groups and alternative community service crews should be considered in addition to maintenance 
staff. 
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Flooding 
Portions of trails are adjacent to streams and thus are subject to periodic flooding. Debris accumulated on the trail surface 
should be removed after each recession of water. Debris should be periodically removed from the waterway under any 
bridge structure. 

 
Vehicles and equipment 

Typical maintenance vehicles for the trails should be light pick-up trucks and occasionally heavy dump trucks and 
tractors. A mechanical sweeper is recommended to keep the trail clear of loose gravel and organic material. Care should 
be taken when operating heavier equipment on the trail to warn to avoid breaking the edge of the trail surface. 

 
The following table summarizes maintenance recommendations for the Mountain Park trail system: 

 
 

Maintenance Task Suggested Frequency 

Inspections Seasonal – at both beginning and end of summer 

Sign and light repair/replacement As needed 
Site furnishings; replace damaged Acquire additional site furnishings and replace as needed  

Fencing repair Inspect monthly for holes and damage, repair immediately  
Pavement markings replacement 1-3 years 

Pavement sweeping/blowing As needed; weekly blowing is occurring where possible. 
Pavement sealing; pothole repair 5-15 years 

Lighting repair There are very few lighted trails, with maintenance occurring 
Introduced tree and shrub plantings, 1-3 years 
Shrub/tree irrigation for introduced Weekly during summer months until plants are established 

Shoulder plant trimming (weeds, trees,  4 times a year and more often where possible. 
Major damage response (fallen trees, As needed 

Culvert inspection Before rainy season; after major storms 
Maintaining culvert inlets Inspect before onset of wet season 

Water bar maintenance (earthen trails) Annually 
Trash disposal Weekly  

Litter pick-up Weekly  
Graffiti removal Weekly; as needed 
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Projects 

Planned Projects 
2018-2028 

a. Nansen Summit 
b. Walking Woods 
c. Eagle Crest 
d. Tanglewood 

e. Greenridge Triangle 
f. Touchstone 
g. Cellini/Jefferson 
h. Kingsgate/Cervantes 

Neighborhood Description Pending 

Cellini/Jefferson Bernini Court to Jefferson Parkway Improvements Connect B2 to Jefferson Parkway if this is feasible 

Eagle Crest Add trail along Eagle Crest beside Avocet 
Townhouses 

Common property available. Connectivity benefit. Need to speak Avocet, plus 
city for crosswalk (see below) 

Greenridge 
Triangle 

McNary Parkway sidewalks and Trails East side north to south 
-Greenridge 1 (G1) trail fair condition (needs widening) 

Greenridge 
Triangle 

Lake Oswego High School Connection This trail is on sensitive lands so a crushed rock cover, low impact 
construction. 

Kingsgate 
Cervantes 

Oak Creek Elementary School Connection 

The proposed short connector segment is on school property. 
Mountain Park trails: Kingsgate 1 and 2 (G1, 2) G1 less than 5 feet wide fair 
condition (need widening and repaving) G2 poor condition widening and 
repaving) School might be closing for two years.  

Kingsgate 
Cervantes 

Improve trail from Aquinas Street to Oak Creek 
Elementary Trails Aquinas 2, 3 (Q 2, 3) 

Q2 fair to poor condition around Filbert orchard needs repaving, widening to 
5 feet 
Q3 good to fair condition, could be widened and repaved 

Kingsgate 
Cervantes 

Portland Community College connection 
Cervantes trail 3, 4, 5 poor to fair condition, needs widening and/or repaving. 
Cervantes 4 could be the beginning of the connector trail  
Start dialogue with PCC 

Kingsgate 
Cervantes 

Add trail from Cervantes to west and north of Nova 
including link to PCC. 

Big undertaking. Steep drop off. See above for more info. 

Kingsgate 
Cervantes 

Improve trail at the south side of the tunnel at 
Jefferson and Kerr parkway 

Kerr 3 Trail This is fairly important as it completes connections 

Kingsgate 
Cervantes 

Add Trail east of Kingsgate from Galen to Oak Creek 
Elementary school. 

There is a trail there. One part on common property other part is on private 
property. Trail not wide enough. School might be closing for 2 years. Can be 
postponed.  

Kingsgate 
Cervantes 

Widen trail and replace railings on trail north of 
Nova Court 

 

Nansen Improve existing stairs along trails up to Nansen 
Summit 

Mount Sylvania trails. 1,3,4,5 Crush rock cover for steep sections 

   

Tanglewood Repair or Replace Culverts north of Monticello Drive Culvert 1 in process. Other 2 culverts in Tanglewood Park Sensitive lands. 
Work with City of Lake Oswego 

Tanglewood Improvements to prevent switchback shortcuts 
north of Monticello Drive 

Sensitive lands, Encroachment, Henderson creek realignment proposal, work 
with City of Lake Oswego. 

Tanglewood Add trail from McNary trail linking Elizabeth Mt. 
Gress Park to Tanglewood Drive (stairs) 

Trail exist, needs rock surface, rerouting and railing. 

Throughout Benches, Add at appropriate locations. Design to 
compliment locations. 

• Historic sites, 
• In greenspaces or green ways along trails, 
• At vistas or views 
• At tops of stairs or steep slopes as resting areas. 

Touchstone Complete the Touchstone Park loop trail Is this wanted? 

Touchstone Repave trail linking Weatherstone street to trail.  
Replace the north, stairs soon. 

Repair work needed. 

Walking Woods 

New McNary Parkway Sidewalks and trails Currently 
Walking Woods is the only Mountain Park 
neighborhood without a trail or pedestrian 
bicycle facility of any king. 

West side north to south 
-From Northview Ct. sidewalk could be paved to McNary Park (city park) 
However, a crosswalk then needs to be painted on Walking Woods Drive. 
Safety analysis and location to be determined 
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Projects completed from the 2012 Master Plan 

Neighborhood Description Complete 

Cellini Jefferson Bridge Replacement between Bernini 
Court and Maintenance Yard 

Replaced 

Cellini Jefferson Improve Stairs at Del Prado Ave. Done both on El Greco 2 (south side) and Cellini 5 (north side) 

Cellini Jefferson Improve Trail South of Del Prado Ave. El Greco 1 and 2 (E1,2) 

Cellini Jefferson 
Bernini Court to Jefferson Parkway 
Improvements 

Good condition to the Tunnel Needs connection to Jefferson 
Pkwy on the south side see above. 

Eagle Crest Stephenson Grade School street crossing 
This trail is wood chipped. Portland is doing street 
improvements on their side of Stephenson see below.  

Greenridge and Eagle 
Crest 

Improve trail Along Monroe Parkway Good condition 

Kingsgate Cervantes 
Widen trail south of Aquinas from 8 to 
10 feet 

Abelard 1 widened 

Kingsgate/ Cervantes 
Improve trail from Aquinas Street to Oak 
Creek Elementary Trails Aquinas 1, 2, 3 
(Q 1, 2, 3) 

Q1 good condition 9 feet wide. 

Nansen Re-route or eliminate switchback on 
trails up to Nansen Summit 

  Complete 

Nansen Re-route or eliminate switchback on 
trails up to Nansen Summit 

Complete 

Multiple Neighborhoods 

New McNary Parkway Sidewalks and 
trails 
-North side will not happen. 
-Oswego Summit to Northview Ct. is 
owned by Oswego Summit, not common 
property. 

 West side north to south 
• M1, M2 okay condition (skinny but not much room to widen), 
• M3 good condition 
• M5 okay, M6 good condition (skinny but not much room to 

widen), 
• M7 good 
• M8 new sidewalk paved in Spring 2018 

 East side north to south 
• M4 tunnel good condition 
• M4 Freshly paved Fall 2017 
• G2 trail good condition 
• Sidewalks from Boones Ferry to Greenridge in good 

condition. 

NA Remove Trails between Britten Court, 
Bartok Place and Bloch Terrace 

Cancelled: Trail closed this is on private land. 

Tanglewood Gress Park Trail Connection Fall of 2017 

Tanglewood Pave existing trail connection between 
Tanglewood and Gress Parks 

Cancelled: Sensitive lands 
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Lake Oswego City Projects 
 

Request City provide these improvements. These will improve connectivity for the trail system, improve safety for walk and bike trips 
and making Mountain Park more environmentally sustainable. Improve safety through lighting and traffic speed surveillance. Provide 

emergency response information for crimes or accidents. 
Neighborhood Location and Description Pending 

Cellini Jefferson Install curb ramps on Del Prado Ave. 
connection 

ADA compliance 

Cellini Jefferson Install curb ramps on Bernini Court 
connection 

ADA compliance 

Cellini Jefferson Install mid-block crossing at Botticelli Ave Request that the City of Lake Oswego provide safety analysis 
this crossing as appropriate. 

Cellini Jefferson Del Prado High Speed Mt Park and the City of Lake Oswego work to add Bike Ped lane, 
speed bumps and enforcement speed 

Eagle Crest Eagle Crest, High Speeds Speed Bumps and speed enforcement 
Eagle Crest Add Cross walk at Eagle Crest Drive and 

McNary Pkwy 
Request that the City of Lake Oswego provide safety analysis 
this crossing as appropriate. 

Greenridge Add Crosswalk at Cirque and Kerr Pkwy Request the City of lake Oswego provide safety analysis and this 
crossing as appropriate. 

Kingsgate Cervantes Kingsgate at approach to school Request the City of lake Oswego provide safety analysis and this 
crossing as appropriate. 

Kingsgate Cervantes Add Cross Walk at Galen near Kingsgate 
for access to elementary school. 

Request the City of lake Oswego provide safety analysis and this 
crossing as appropriate. 

Nansen Summit Hidalgo: High Speed some existing speed 
bumps. 

Mt Park and the City of Lake Oswego work to add Bike Ped lane, 
add additional speed bumps and enforcement of speed, Also 
cross walks as appropriate 

Nansen Summit and 
Kingsgate Cervantes 

Kerr Parkway Request City of Lake Oswego work with Portland City (Project 
planned for 2020-2019) to provide a continuous bicycle 
pedestrian lane from PCC through to Boones Ferry Road. 
PCC redesigning and construction entrance. 

Nansen, Walking 
Woods 

McNary from Kerr Parkway through to 
Jefferson Pkwy Intersection 
Improvements 

Traffic Lights, crosswalks and speed reduction design and 
enforcement 

Tanglewood Install curb ramp on Independence Ave. 
connection 

ADA compliance 

Touchstone Touchstone High Speeds Request Mt Park work with City of Lake Oswego to install, speed 
bumps or possibly add on-street parking and or pedestrian 
bicycle lane. Add crosswalks at intersections as appropriate. 

Walking Woods Walking Woods Drive High Speeds, Speed 
bumps or possible add on-street parking 
and or pedestrian bicycle lane. Pedestrian 
Crossing at stop signs as appropriate. 

Currently Walking Woods is the only Mountain Park 
neighborhood without a trail or pedestrian bicycle facility of 
any kind. Request Mt. Park and the City of Lake Oswego work 
to provide a bicycle pedestrian travel lane or trail. 

City of Portland Stephenson Grade School street crossing Pending: 
The City of Portland is working on improvements and drainage 
solutions on the north side. 
Pedestrian Crossing is proposed on city street 
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Neighborhoods Map 
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Trails Maps 

Overview 
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Touchstone / Lower Kerr / Wheatherstone / PGE / Polonius 
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McNary / Tanglewood / Greenridge / Clubhouse 
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Mount Sylvania / Cervantes 
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Kingsgate / Spinosa / Aquinas / Abelard / Del Prado / El Greco / Cellini / Bernini / Upper Kerr 
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Trail Lengths (feet) 
 

Name Section Length 
Abelard Total 864 
  A1 204 

  A2 660 
Bernini Total 454 
  B1 229 

  B2 225 
Del Prado Total 1285 
  D1 895 

  D2 390 
Celini Total 3055 
  C1 375 
  C2 1066 
  C3 562 
  C4 638 

  C5 423 
El Greco Total 708 
  E1 452 

  E2 256 
Kerr Total 9302 
  K1 491 
  K2 1252 
  K3 600 
  K4 420 
  K5 849 
  K6 737 
  K7 763 
  K8 1837 
  K9 945 

  K10 1408 
Touchstone Total 1519 
  T1 605 
  T2 914 

Polonious 1 120 
 

Name Section Length 
Aquinas Total 2221 
  Q1 961 
  Q2 513 

  Q3 747 
Kingsgate Total 1529 
  G1 589 

  G2 940 
Mount Sylvania Total 1968 
  1 559 
  2 588 
  3 242 
  4 187 

  5 392 
Spinosa Total 1300 

  1 1300 
Cervantes Total 2354 
  1 652 
  2 668 
  3 322 
  4 353 

  5 359 
Greenridge Total 1303 
  G1 582 

  G2 721 
McNary Total 3853 
  M1 459 
  M2 467 
  M3 150 
  M4 624 
  M5 638 
  M6 506 
  M7 92 
  M8 358 

  M9 559 

 

 
 
 
 

Total Length of all Trails: 
46,745 feet (8.85 miles)

Name Section Length 
Tanglewood Total 7723 
  1 675 
  2 548 
  3 727 
  4 481 
  5 146 
  6 343 
  7 233 
  8 271 
  9 520 
  10 670 
  11 310 
  12 275 
  13 448 
  14 358 
  15 332 
  16 704 
  17 492 

  18 190 
Wheatherstone Total 1745 
  1 554 

  2 1191 
PGE Total 471 

  1 471 
Monroe  Total 1443 

  1 1443 
Eagle Crest Total 3519 
  EC1 1407 
  EC2 1211 
  EC3 415 

  EC4 486 
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Open Spaces  

Specific Common Areas (Easements, Rights of Way and Sensitive Lands) 
 
The following table lists the specific natural areas that were in the 2012 inventory, as well as two miscellaneous 
categories. 
 
Park Name or Designated Location Feature Type 
Hidalgo → Nansen Summit trail segments Natural Area 
Garibaldi → Nansen Summit trail Natural Area 
Hidalgo and Garibaldi ‘Greenstrips’ Natural Areas upslope of roads 
Hidalgo → Grouse sewer easement Natural Area 
Hidalgo → Walking Woods (N. of McNary) Natural Area / Viewpoint/ Monument 
McNary → Walking Woods → Stephenson riparian corridor Natural Area / Riparian/ (2) Monuments 
Jefferson → Kerr Trail Natural Area / Riparian 
Bernini → Abelard Natural Area / Riparian/ Lawn area 
DaVinci → Kerr Natural Area 
Del Prado → Botticelli Natural Area / Riparian 
Eagle Crest (hillside above road) Natural Area 
Designated Location Feature or Type 
Kerr → The Grotto → McNary → Cirque Natural Area / Riparian 
Boones Ferry (Monroe → Country Club) Natural Area / Riparian 
Traffic Islands Landscaped to Partly Natural 
Buffer Zones between Common and Private Parcels Natural to Partially Landscaped Areas 
Managed Lawn areas along Roadsides Landscaped 

 
Additionally, field observations regarding several of the specific areas and categories are included below; please note that 
not every natural area has been described in detail due to their similarity of features). 
 

Hidalgo → Garibaldi → Nansen Summit Greenway 
A steep wood chip trail (in two sections) extends from just inside the northwest entry to Mountain Park (opposite upper 
entrance to PCC campus) up to Nansen Summit Loop Drive. The mostly big leaf maple canopy also includes a few red alder 
and more recent plantings of Douglas fir, western red cedar, and western hemlock. The understory is pretty sparse, but 
includes a fair amount of large woody debris (LWD) from fallen alders etc. as well as a nice standing snag. 
Some ongoing maintenance occurs in this area, effectively keeping blackberries and other invasive plants under control. 
 

Garibaldi → Nansen Summit Park 
A steep wood chip trail rises through mixed woods, which includes Douglas fir (up to 24 inches in diameter), big leaf 
maple, red alder, Scouler’s willow, and a few European white birches. The shrub understory is comprised of a variety of 
both natives and invasives, including vine maple, red elderberry, Indian plum, Oregon grape, English holly, English ivy, 
Clematis, and Himalayan blackberry. Groundcover species include sword fern, fringecup, woodland avens, and herb 
Robert. 
 
Nansen Summit Park occupies the top of Mt. Sylvania above the loop road; this site is managed for the open views it 
affords (except where blocked by houses). Primarily mowed lawn, it includes a few clumps of landscape plantings. Due to 
its open aspect and current level of maintenance, this park presents opportunities for enhancement, with native 
plantings. 
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Garibaldi ‘Strip’; Hidalgo ‘Strip’ Natural Areas 
The Garibaldi forested strip extends above the street to the houses on Nansen Summit Drive, in similar fashion to the 
forested strip along Hidalgo, which is directly downslope to the northeast. Both strips are mostly deciduous, comprised 
primarily of maples and alders, with just a few Douglas fir. Other species include vine maple, hazelnut, sword fern, 
California dewberry, and fringecup. 
 

McNary Parkway → Walking Woods Drive → Stephenson Road Natural Areas 
Sensitive Riparian Corridor and Tree Grove 
The upper reaches of this intermittent to seasonal drainage way are primarily overshadowed by deciduous forest 
dominated by bigleaf maple, along with a few alders and Douglas fir. The shrub understory includes vine maple, 
snowberry, and English holly, with English ivy dominating the groundcover. The ivy has been controlled to some extent by 
clipping around the base of trees. 
 
Below Walking Woods Drive the drainage way becomes more pronounced, skirting the eastern margin of the Kerr Natural 
Area, a mostly deciduous forest stand surrounded on three sides by the Mountain Park development. The small stream 
and associated riparian to upland forest extends north and east through Icarus Loop, before extending northward across 
Stephenson Road and outside Mountain Park. This stream is an upper tributary of Tryon Creek. 
 
The forest over story is dominated by Douglas fir and red alder in the vicinity of Icarus Loop; some western red cedar has 
been planted as well. The understory includes vine maple, holly, and ivy. A small clearing has been maintained within the 
Icarus Loop woods; a few native plantings have also been added along a nearby storm water channel. A landscaped open 
area borders the riparian forest between Icarus Loop and Stephenson Road. 
 

Jefferson Parkway → Kerr Parkway Greenway 
A steep wood chip trail passes through nice, predominantly deciduous, full canopy woodland. Comprised primarily of 
bigleaf maple, it also includes a few red alder, Douglas fir, and sweet cherry. Understory shrubs include Oregon grape, 
thimbleberry, hazelnut, vine maple, and snowberry. Variety of invasive shrubs as well, including English ivy, English holly, 
Himalayan blackberry, and Clematis. Somewhat weedy groundcover includes sword fern, woodland avens, fringecup, herb 
Robert, and a bit of false brome. A few old ‘nurse’ stumps support red huckleberry and salal. 
 

Del Prado → Botticelli Greenway 
Freshly paved trail along seasonal drainage way, with mixed conifer-deciduous over story. Understory in this stand is 
dominated by English holly, which provides good year-round cover for wildlife, but has also choked out more desirable 
species. While control of this plant is definitely desirable, it should be approached in phases to avoid degrading the 
existing habitat functions. Restoration efforts should include the planting of more desirable understory species. 
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Habitats 

 
Mountain Park Wildlife Inventory 

 
Common Name Scientific Name 

Mammals 
Black-Tailed Deer Odocoileus Hemionus 
Coyote Canis Latrans 
Brush Rabbit Sylvilagus Bachmani 
Eastern Fox Squirrel Sciurus Niger 
Virginia Opossum Didelphus Virginiana 
Raccoon Procyon Lotor 

Birds 
Western Screech Owl Otus Kennicottii 
Scrub Jay Aphelocoma Coerulescens 
Steller’s Jay Cyanocitta Stelleri 
American Robin Turdus Migratorius 
Black Capped Chickadee Parus Atricapillus 
Song Sparrow Melospiza Melodia 
American Crow Corvus Brachyrhynchos 
Spotted Towhee Pipilo Erythrophthalmus 
Red-Breasted Nuthatch Sitta Canadensis 
Ruby Crowned Kinglet Regulus Calendula 
European Starling Sturnus Vulgaris 
Anna’s Hummingbird Calypte Anna 
Bushtit Psaltriparus Minimus 
Bewick’s Wren Thryomanes Bewickii 
Hairy Woodpecker Picoides Villosus 
Northern Flicker Colaptes Auratus 
American Goldfinch Spinus trysts 
Banned Tailed Pigeon Patagioenas fasciata 
Black-headed Grosbeak Pheucticus melanocephalus 
Cedar Waxwing Bombycilla cedrorum 
Chestnut Chickadee Poecile rufescens 
Cooper’s Hawk Accipiter cooperii 
Dark-eyed Junco Junco hyemalis 
Downy Woodpecker Picoides pubescent 
Evening Grosbeak Coccothraustes vespertinus 
House Finch Haemorhous mexicanus 
Lesser Goldfinch Spinus psaltry 
Mourning Doves Zenaida macroura 
Pacific Wren Troglodytes pacifico’s 
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Common Name Scientific Name 
Pileated Woodpecker Dryocopus pileatus 
Pine Siskin Spinus minus 
Purple Finch Haemorhous purpureus 
Red-breasted Sapsucker Sphyrapicus ruber 
Red-Tailed Hawk Buteo jamaicensis 
Rufous Hummingbird Selasphorus rufus 
Sharp-shinned Hawk Accipiter straitus 
Townsend Warbler Setophaga townsendi 
Tree Swallows Tachycineta bicolor 
Varied Thrush Lxoreus navies 
Western Tanager Piranga ludoviciana 
Yellow-rumped Warbler Setophaga coronate 
 
Notes from the 2012 Common Property Master Plan regarding Habitats: (additional birds observed were added in 2018) 
The Mountain Park HOA study area was visited on several occasions in November 2011; however, the proximity of natural 
areas to residences and other infrastructure assures that few wildlife species will actually be observed on any particular 
visit. Instead, most terrestrial species will avoid detection, especially during daylight hours, and any birds that may be 
moving through a site may or may not provide an adequate glimpse or call to notify us of their presence. As such, 
relatively few species are noted in Appendix C; nevertheless, the structural and species diversity of natural areas in the 
HOA study area likely provide suitable habitat for a much wider variety of species that are somewhat adapted to urban 
developed areas and edge habitats. 
 
As already indicated in the plant community descriptions above, most of the undeveloped land within the HOA is 
comprised of mixed conifer-deciduous to deciduous forest that is generally under 50 years old due to historic logging 
activities. As a result, while many trees have grown to mature heights and have formed mostly closed canopy stands, the 
structural and species diversity within any particular stand may be moderate at best due to the past disturbance and 
infestation by invasive plants. 
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Board Approved Motion Regarding Sensitive Lands 

Mountain Park Board Approved Motion 
Common Property Committee--Master Planning Task Force & Sensitive Lands 
Brought forth by Theron Post, with input from Eleanor Kurtus and Dwight Sangrey 
 

Below is a draft motion for board discussion at the meeting on July 24, 2018.  It is an effort to clarify and resolve the 
Common Property Master Planning expectations around sensitive lands.  Following the motion, the board unanimously 
approved the motion.   
 

Approved Motion: 
1. The scope of the Common Property Master Planning team will NOT include any recommendations or final 

decisions that address only private property, including issues about sensitive lands on those private properties.   
2. The scope of the Common Property Master Planning will remain focused on and fully address the needs of 

common property.  To the extent that any plans may impact sensitive lands, Mountain Park staff will work with 
the City of Lake Oswego and expects to follow normal procedures for The City’s review and approval.  

3. The Common Property Master Plan will not be constrained by the needs of any individual property owner but 
will be sensitive to historical issues and agreements.  If a decision is made that impacts an individual property 
owner, any prior waivers will need to be revisited through the Landscape Steward planning and implementation 
process which includes the approval and required permits consistent with the City of Lake Oswego. 
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Sensitive Lands  

 
Resource Enhancement Project  

“Resource” refers to a stream corridor, wetland or tree grove identified on the City’s Sensitive Lands Map. Stream 
corridors and wetlands are identified as Resource Protection (RP) districts, and tree groves are identified as Resource 
Conservation (RC) districts or Habitat Benefit Area (HBAs) on the map. A resource enhancement project improves the 
quality or quantity (area) of the resource. These projects are allowed with permits and consultation involving Lake 
Oswego City staff. These should be included in project development efforts by staff. 
 
Resource Enhancement Projects include efforts to: 

• Increase animal and plant species 
• Increase the amount and types of natural habitats 
• Increase the area devoted to natural habitat 
• Increase capacity for storm water detention and surface water management 
• Change water quantity or improve quality 
• Improve scenic views and sites 
• Remove non-native species (at a large scale) 

 
Note: Neighborhood grants are available through the city. 
 

Possible Future Projects 
a. Tanglewood Streambed Rehabilitation: The construction phase of this project is complete.   Further monitoring of 

the health of plantings and communications from residents will be required. 
b. Mountain Park Church (Springbrook Creek): this project is now in the planning phase as to this creek, which arises 

from a spring below the Church and feeds into the Tanglewood Creek bed. 
c. “Monticello Tributary”: This collateral watercourse arises below the tennis court adjacent to the Recreation 

Center and empties into Springbrook Creek and ultimately into Tanglewood Creek. Below 10 Monticello it has 
severed gradient drop issues compounded by a derelict diversion dam which have caused severe environmental 
damage by reliction of the bank due to accelerated stream flows during rain storms. A conceptual re-routing of 
flow to Springbrook Creek has been proposed, but no further steps have been taken to date. 

 
Future Project Considerations 

• The Common Property Committee and Landscape Stewardship Department, should identify priority areas in 
MPHOA common property for a structured, multi-year removal of invasive plants, particularly English ivy.  

• Common Property Town Hall participants stated that they wanted to see small-scale success before large-scale 
projects are implemented. 

• Perform detailed cost/benefit analysis so that all options are fairly considered. The MPHOA Board should be able 
to compare plans simply in order to best decide how to spend money and staff time.  
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Map of Monument Locations  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  

  

Monuments # Maintained By 
Tanglewood & Kerr West 1 MPHOA 
Tanglewood & Kerr East 2 MPHOA 
Churchill Downs & McNary North 3 MPHOA 
Churchill Downs & McNary South 4 MPHOA 
Touchstone & Kerr East 5 MPHOA 
Touchstone & Kerr West 6 MPHOA 
Kerr Pkwy & Grotto 7 MPHOA 
Hidalgo & Becket (PCC) 8 MPHOA 
Walking Woods Dr/ Stephenson 9 MPHOA 
Walking Woods Dr/ McNary 10 MPHOA 
Eaglecrest & Oriole Ln 11 MPHOA 
Kingsgate Rd 12 MPHOA 
Independence & Kerr 13 MPHOA 
Melrose & Fosberg 14 MPHOA 
Mountain View 15 MPHOA 
Touchstone & Carman West 16 MPHOA 
Touchstone & Carman East 17 MPHOA 
Kerr & Jefferson Northwest 18 Others 
Kerr & Jefferson Southeast 19 Others 
Monroe & Boones Ferry 20 Others 
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Lake Oswego City Projects for Public Works  

Lake Oswego City Projects 
 

Request City provide these improvements. These will improve connectivity for the trail system, improve safety for walk and bike 
trips and making Mountain Park more environmentally sustainable. Improve safety through lighting and traffic speed 

surveillance. Provide emergency response information for crimes or accidents. 
Neighborhood Location and Description    Pending:  
Cellini 
Jefferson 

Install curb ramps on Del Prado Ave. connection ADA compliance 

Cellini 
Jefferson 

Install curb ramps on Bernini Court connection ADA compliance 

Cellini 
Jefferson 

Install mid-block crossing at Botticelli Ave Request that the City of Lake Oswego provide safety analysis this 
crossing as appropriate. 

Cellini 
Jefferson 

Del Prado High Speed Mt Park and the City of Lake Oswego work to ddd Bike Ped lane, 
speed bumps and enforcement speed 

Eagle Crest Eagle Crest, High Speeds Speed Bumps and speed enforcement 
Eagle Crest Add Cross walk at Eagle Crest Drive and McNary 

Pkwy 
Request that the City of Lake Oswego provide safety analysis this 
crossing as appropriate. 

Greenridge Add Crosswalk at Cirque and Kerr Pkwy Request the City of lake Oswego provide safety analysis and this 
crossing as appropriate. 

Kingsgate 
Cervantes 

Kingsgate at approach to school Request the City of lake Oswego provide safety analysis and this 
crossing as appropriate. 

Kingsgate 
Cervantes 

Add Cross Walk at Galen near Kingsgate for 
access to elementary school. 

Request the City of lake Oswego provide safety analysis and this 
crossing as appropriate. 

Nansen 
Summit 

Hidalgo: High Speed some existing speed bumps. Mt Park and the City of Lake Oswego work to add Bike Ped lane, 
add additional speed bumps and enforcement of speed, Also cross 
walks as appropriate 

Nansen 
Summit and 
Kingsgate 
Cervantes 

Kerr Parkway Request City of Lake Oswego work with Portland City (Project 
planned for 2020-2019) to provide a continuous bicycle pedestrian 
lane from PCC through to Boones Ferry Road. 
PCC redesigning and construction entrance. 

Nansen, 
Walking Woods 

McNary from Kerr Parkway through to Jefferson 
Pkway Intersection Improvements 

Traffic Lights, crosswalks and speed reduction design and 
enforcement 

Tanglewood Install curb ramp on Independence Ave. connection ADA compliance 

Tanglewood -City will add sidewalk from Jefferson Parkway 
church stairs to church parking lot connecting to 
McNary 1 trail (M1). 

 

Touchstone Touchstone High Speeds Request Mt Park work with City of Lake Oswego to install, speed 
bumps or possibly add on-street parking and or pedestrian bicycle 
lane. Add crosswalks at intersections as appropriate. 

Walking Woods Walking Woods Drive High Speeds, Speed bumps 
or possible add on-street parking and or pedestrian 
bicycle lane. Pedestrian Crossing at stop signs as 
appropriate. 

Currently Walking Woods is the only Mountain Park 
neighborhood without a trail or pedestrian bicycle facility of 
any kind. Request Mt. Park and the City of Lake Oswego work 
to provide a bicycle pedestrian travel lane or trail. 

City of 
Portland 

Stephenson Grade School street crossing Pending: 
The City of Portland is working on improvements and drainage 
solutions on the north side. 
Pedestrian Crossing is proposed on city street 
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